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English giveth us great occasion to the right use of matter and manner,
being indeed capable of any excellent exercising of it.' I know some will say.,
that it is a mingled language' ' And why not so much the better, taking ttie
best of both the other? Anot er will say itaanteth Gcamrnar. Nay, truly it
hath that praise, that it want not Grammar, for Grammar it might have,
but it neednot; being so easy of itself and so 'void of those cumbersothe
differences/of tellies, Genders, Moods, and Tenses, which I think was a piece
of the Tower df Babylon's curse, that a man should be put to school to learn
his mother tongue.

)
Sir Philip Sidney: Apologie for Poetrie (1595)
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INTRODUCTION

At the core of the debate on the school curriculum lies a poverty of information. While

it is relatively easy to get advice on what schools should be doing, it is a good deal
harder to get reliable information on what they are doing, and harder still to place that
inforrhation in the context of curriculum change. TIlere was a time when the school

curriculum was larg\ely defined, at least in its planned form, by .detdiled syllabuses,-
centrally pres ribed and centre monitored; arid, while creative teachers frequently

managed to ntroduce innovative e ments, by and large the school curriculum was
readily accessible and readily understoo

But those conditions no longer erate. The increasingevolittron of responsibility
for the curriculum to the schools t emselves, coupled with the tendency for syllabus
statements, where they still exist, take the form of general guidelines or frameworks

capable of, and often encouragin a variety of interpretations, has created a climate
where change is not only possible but inevitable; and while change has almost certainly

been less dramatic than the popular imagination would have it, there is a good deal more

diversity in the curriculum both within and between schools than was common in the

past. If we are to understand this diversity and the nature of the changes that have
taken place, there is a need for reseftch which undertnes the task of documenting and
analysing the school curriculum not as it appears in the syllabus guidelines and the
subject association journals but as it occurs in practice in the schools,

The Origins of the Study

The research project reported here had its origins' in an earlier study, Curriculum Style

and Social Learning (Piper, 1979) which set out to provide just such a mapping of the

curriculum in,social education.' The study as carried out by'means of case studies of 20

Victorian and New South Wales set selected with a view to providing as wide a range

of approaches the curriculum in s cial education as possible.' As a result of that study

it was possib to develop a typolo of rriculum style based on the actual practice of

the casgtudy schools.' Notsurprisi , questions were raised about the usefulness of

the typology as an analytical and-classificatory device in areas of the curriculum other

than social education. Was it peculiar to social education; or did it have a more general
application to the wider currriculum? And, if so, what sorts of modifications would be

necessary to make it more widely applicable?-

At the same tine the standards debate had produced considerable community and

educational interest in'the teaching of Englishlanguage in the schools. While much of

the debate was ill-informed,' and .some of 'it seurrilous,.it did stem in the main from a

genuine concern, and a recognition of the central importance of language education in

1



living and learning, and this in turn led to a growing interest in core curriculum. Of the
many conceptions of core curriculum advanced in the current.debate, perhaps the most
.readily justifiable is a functional conception of the core as that learning which will give
students a-measure of control over their own lives and their own life-choices and enable
them to function effectively as citizens in a modern democratic society. Central to such
a conception of the re curriculum is language, and in particular the notion of language
competence.

The Language Learning Project

It was in the context of these ongoing concerns that the. Language Learning Project la(
conceived. The project was concerned with an investigation into current school
practices in the teaching of English language in the junior secondary school, with
particular reference to. teaching directed towards the attainment of language

competence. The aims of the study wete:

I to map the range of approaches to the teaching of English language in Australian
. I

junior secondary schools;

2 to determine the relevance of the concept of curriculum style to the English
language curriculum, and to determine what modifications, if any, would be
required to develop a typology of curriculum style suited to the English language
area; and "

3 to explore the variety of viewpoints amongst English language teachers as to what
constitutes language competence.

Thee study was carried out by means of case studies of 25 schools in New South
Wales, Victoria, and the Australian Capital Territory.' Both quantitative and qualitative
techniques were employed in gathering data for the study, and. an attempt was made to
bring together three different perspeZies - those of the teacher, the student, and the
outside observer (the researcher) -t on three different aspects of the 'curriculum in

English language: the ideal curriculum, or what ought to be taught; the planned
curriculum, or what it is intended to teach; and the operative curriculum, or what is
actually perCeived ba be taught in practice. The study is essentially concerned with the
educational process, with what goes on in schools, rather than with the more traditicinal
emphasis on outcomes. It does not seek to be evaluative in nature, but rather to identify
and analyse the variety of approaches to the teaching of English language currently

. employed in Australian junior secondary classrooms, and to explore their consequences
for the kind of language education that students receive.



The Case Study Schools

The case study, schools were selected with a view to providing as wide a range of
approaches to the curriculum in English language as possible. Clearly a simple random
sample of schools was unlikely to provide the desired range of approaches, and use was
made of the experience gained in the earlier Social Learning Project in selecting an
appropriate case study sample.' A number 'of schools from the earlier study was,ineluded
in the sample on-the basis of data already collected on general curriculum aims and
school philosophy, and these were augmented by schools identified- through copsultatioll
with people with an intimate knowledge 9f schools in New South Wales, Victoria, and the

Australian Capital Territory, specifically people involved in English language curriculum
development, teacher educators, and curriculum consultants. While the primary

criterion for selection was the creation of a sample of schools covering the- desired wide
range of approaches to the curriculum in English language, care was taken to ensure that
the sample included both state and independent schools; high sehoolS gild technical
schools; inner urban, suburban, and rUral schools; and boys'; girls!, and' co-educational
schools. Only good or at least competent examples of curriculum approaches were
sought, since it was argued that any comparison of styles emanating from the study
would be vitiated if it included poor or incompetent examples.

Initially 25 schools were selected for: case study, 10 in New South Wales, 10 in
Victoria, and 5 in the Australian- Capital Territory. Exploratory case. of the
curriculum in English language in these 25 schools were conducted during 1980.
Documentary evidence on English language programs was collected, interviews were
conducted with the principal and with members of staff involved in the planning and
teaching of English language programs in the junior secondary school, and an interim
repor) on the study was prepared at the end of that year.

On the basis of the data collected in the exploratory case studies, eight schools
were selected for more detailed follow-up case study in 1981, the criterion for selection
being that the eight, schools provided a representative cross-section of the approaches
encountered in, the wider sample of schools. While much' of the data kesented in this
report particularly thetmeasurement data was obtained froln these eight focused case
study schools, it is discussed in the context of the data collected from,the wider-sample
of 25 schools. Thus, while there is , no claim that the data reported here represent a
random cross-section of current practice, we can have some confidence that the picture
of current practice emerging frqm the data is a reasonably cbmprehensive one.

The Instruments Used,in the Study

A variety of techniques was employed in gathering data on the schools' policies,
programs, and practices in English language teaching, including classroom observation,



the content analysis of curriculum documents,\ flexibly structured interviews with

teachers and students, and measurement' instruments designed to provide comparatiVe

data on curriculum emphases.

/ The instruments devised for the measurement of .teacher and student Perception
consisted of a questionnaire for teachers, and a .set of Q-sort cards for students. Each
instrument contained 19. items, arranged in fOur broad curriculum categories: writing,

mechanics, .reading, and talking and listening. The items on each instrument were
parallel, but to facilitate communication across a range' of ability levels ttie language of
the Q-sort cards was simplified and examples were provided to illustrate each item. The
items were selected on the basis of the analysis of data from the exploratory case

. studies, and were designed to provide a broad overview Of The relative emphases placed
on different facets of English language learning in the schOols' prqgrams, and to explore
the relationship between these relative emphases and curriculum. style.

4.

The writing categoiy contained. five .iteMs designed to tap pereeptions- of the
relative emphasis placed on narrative Writing, report '.'writing, -'formal. essay ,writing,
personal -writing, and editing in the schbol curriculum in. English language. The

mechanics category contained three items designed to obtain information on the
perceived emphasis given to grammar,. spelling, and' composition exercises in the English

language program. The emphases of the reading program 'Were: covered by fiVe 'items:
intensive. reading (that is, the detailed study. of set books), extensive reading (that is, the
reading of a wide range of books), interest-based reading, remedial reading,. and reading
comprehension. The perceived emphasis on oral language in the school program in
English language was assessed by six items: small group discussion, drama and role-play,,
public speaking, interviewing, listening comprehension, and language variety, that is the
study of aspects of . such as accent dialect and reisteP.

Teachers were asked to rate each- item on .a three-point scale according to the
emphasis it received in their program, as follows:

1 a lot of emphasis;

some emphasis; ,

3 little or no emphasis.

Provision was made for each item. fp be rated three times, once to represent the ideal
program, once to represent the .program as planned, and once to represent the program in

practice.
Students- were, asked to arrange the Q-sort cards into three piles designated 'a lot

of emphasis', 'some' emphasis', and 'little Or no emphasis'. Two sets of Q-sort cards, each

of a different colour, were arranged by each student:. one to represent his /her

perception of the ideal curriculum in English language, and one to represent his/her
perception of the school's operative curriculum in English language. Students were not



asked to make ratings ;of the planned curriculUrn, since it was assumed that in most

schools they would have little involvement in or qkno`Wiledge of program planning.. The

completed sets of arranged cards-were collected and recorded later by the researcher.

The teacher questionnaire is reproduced in full in Appendix I, and the student

Q-sort cards in Appendix II.

The Structure of the Report

441lier.,

The report is presented in two parts. Part One uses the data from the case-study schools

to provi% an overview of current curriculum practices in the teaching of English
language lethe junior secondary school. Part Two examines the applicability of the
concept of curriculum style to the English language area of the curriculum, and "develops

a typology of curriculum style 'based on-current practice in the case study schools. In

reporting the study I have beenrconscious'of the varied audience to whom its findings are

likely to be of interest: teachers, curriculuin developers, administrators, and interested

laymen- no les:s. than fellow- curriculum researchers. Technical detail has consequently-

been kept to a minimum consistent with the integrity of.the atudy,.and where it has been

found necessary to includes if in order to sustain the aribment, every effort has been

made to demystify it and make it accessible to the general re'eder. In doing so I hope I

have not given the impression of talking doinm to those of my colleagues for whom such
explanation is superfluous. °

Before concluding this. brief introduction to the study I would like to.record my

indebtedness to the principals,- staff, and students of those schools who have accorded me'

the privilege -of sharing their problems and. their solulions, their successes and their

failures, their initiatives and their- concerns; for without their toleftinc'e, their
oo-operation, and their frankness this study could not have been realized, and this report

could not have been written.



THE CtiRRIOUI,,DM I ElIOUISH LANOITA
AN OVERVIEW OF OURRENT PRAd.TIC

.

1

The curriculum is in the ,eye of the, beholder. And so there are niany 'curricula perceived
simultaneously by different individuals and groups. The task of the researcher is to,
choose his perspectiVe and-,then , initially; to describe what he sees. Disparities in
perception are part of the data in seeking, to understand -the curriculum, not as a puerile
thing of carefully construed ends and meads, but as a significant ongoing entity in the
lives of all involved in it.

John I. Goodlad
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CHAPTER 1

OF SNAKES, HOGS, AND WEAR AND TEAR:
THE BACKGROUND TO PRACTICE

That the English language area of the curriculum is an area of ;uncertainty and confusion
is not a unique observa,tiOn..7,The relationship of language to 'subject English', both within

the discipline and-Jacross the Curriculuml the rapid advance of linguistic theory, with
implications for practice which are manifest but ill-,defined; a bewilairing succession of
new ideas, frequently in competition sand jostling wish each other for the teacher's
attention; the general lack'of training in any form of systematic language study of most

---
English teachers; the often strident demands of employers, parents, anthe media, .mdre
often than.not stubbornly at variance with the pronowicements of the pundits": all these
and more have been various40 noted and lamented, not least :by English teachers
themselves. But it is an observation that must be restated at tht outsf of any overview
of current practice in the teaching of English language in Australian schools, since it sets
the scene for that practice and provides an insistent 'underlying theme in 'any:attempt to
understand it.

The problem is not a new one. Even in the heyday of the 'structure of knowledge'
aproacfi to the organization of the school curriculum, 'subject English' was always
something of a headache.

It is chiiracteristic of English thakit does not hold together as a body of knowledge-,
which, can be iantified, quantifieed, then transmitted. (Bullock, 1975:5)

I doubt that an roverall structure in the discipline , called Engliali can be
satisfactorily demonstrate& It remains, as someone has said of history, 'a sack. of
snakes. (Wilson, 1964:86)

Nor is it a purely. Australian one. A recent survey of developments in English
language teaching in the United Killgdom since 1965 expressed, the view that:

. . It is the nature of English teaching at the present time to be a mixture of
incompletely resolved influences it collection of ptrt-hogs, never the whole hog.
(Allen, 1980;74). - , ,

A senior teache in as Australian high school summed up he dilemma tin these

terms:

More important Contributing factors are the uncertainty engendered by the
atmosphere of constant and rapid change . . Whict(we now work as English.
teachers, and the stress. of being an Engl. teacher-ilit a time when rational
methods-and practically everything we -do is ing 4hallenAd (by ourselves as well
as the academics ancl the community at large). We are7less. able than ever to be

,sure of the; valuetig . what. We are doing. There is .Mucft- more wear' and tear on
. teachers than there 'has been in the past, and I firmly believe that bedatise of the
nature Of. English :there is more wear. and tear on English teachers :Olen others.
(quoted in Itinling-Keepe and Keepes, 1979:79)

9 r 4



and similar statements are- echoed consistently in the tapilftl interviews with teiktters in
the case study schools in the present study. It is the purpose of this chapter to identify
some of the conflicting influences and pressures underlying-this,stde of uncertainty and
confusion, both as an introduction to the study of current school practice in English
language teaching which follows, and as a necessary background to the understanding of
that practice:

The Background to Change: A Patted History

puring the 1950s English language teaching was'something of a poor relation in the
secondary school curriculum. Apart from periodic 'across:the curriculum' onslaughts Qtr-
spelling, it was seen to. be -almost exclusively the province of the English teacher, and
subject English itself tended to be dominated by literature, perhaps because that was
what most secondary English teachers saw to be the proper function of subject English in
the secondary school curriculum, perhaps because that, in most cases, was what they
were trained in. A period of gramniar - sometimes called Formal English in deference to
a growing concern with 'usage' - and a period of composition tool&their place'beside four
or five periods devoted to the study, of poetry, Shakespeare, the navel, and essays /short
stories in the weekly timetable that defined 'subject English'; and While the role of
literature in language learning was not entirely disregarded, it Is fair to say that the
primary emphasis was on cultural transmission and the canons of literary criticism.

There were of toutse periodic expressions of public concern about literacy, and the
perennial cries 'of 'declining standards' were abroad in the land it was, as I recall it, a
professor of chemistry at the University of Sydney who, was making the running in the
letters-to-the-editor columns of the Sydney Morning Herald in those day.6,- but by and

large secondary English teachers saw basic literacy as the responsibility of the primary
school, and conveniently avoided the problem.

In the early 1)60s books by David Holbrook and others stimulated a concern With

'creative writing' which, in some classrooms at least, transformed the composition
period. At the same time the demand for 'relevance', stemming in particular from the
writings of Jerome Bruner (1960; '1974),, found expression in the Enghlh curriculum in
the selection for study of literature which was not only more contemporary, but more
attuned to the interests of the students.

The most important event of the 'sixties, however at least in terms of the
influence it was to -have on English language educators - was the Anglo-American
Conference on the Teaching of English held at Dartmouth, New Hampshire in 1966, and,
in particular, John Dixon's Growth Through English (1967), the book that emerged from

that conference. The Dartmouth conference identified three 'models' of English teaching
perceived as being current on both sides of the Atlantic:

10 1 5



1 a skills , concerned in particular with the mastery of literacy;
a cultural heritage model, concerned in particular with the study of literature as a
source of personal enrichment and extended life experience; and

3 a personal growth mo.del) which focused on the child and his/her experience and the
way in Which he/she used language to process experience, and hence 'grew thrOugh
English'.

It was this third model that the conference favoured and which, through the
medium of Dixon's book, profoundly influenced the thinking of English language \
educators in Australia, during the late 'sixties and early 'seventies. ,\

By 1970 ttie book was widely set as a text in English teacher training programs
throughou Australia. It helped, to create the climate of thinking here which led to
the revisi n of English syllabus documents. (Christie and Rothery, 1979:2.00).

Dixon's book was quickly followed by a series of books (Moffett, 1968; Barnes et
al, 1969; Britton, 1970) which further elaborated and extended what had come to be
known as 'the growth model', and developed a concern with language 'across the
curriculum', as a 'resource for learning. These ideas received further currency in the
influential Bullock Report, A Language for Life (Ballock, 1975). At the same time the
rapid growth of research in the relatively.new discipline of linguistics was injectin
insights, on the nature of language and language development into the debate, as was the
work, on sociology of language carried out by Bernstein and his colleagues at the
&iciologieal Research Unit of.the University of Londofi Institute of Education (Bernstein

.

1973a, 1973b). .

In Australia tbe National Unesco ,S#minar on the Teaching of English held in
\.Canberra in 1972 provided a forum for discussion and dissemination of 'the new English',

as it was coming to lise called, and this was ,continued in the work of the' National
Committee on English Teaching set up as a consequence of that seminar. In February)
1976 the NCET set up a subcommittee to formulate a proposal for a national project on
language acquisition and de\elopment, as a restilt of which -the, Language Development
Project formally commeneed\Operations with the appointment of a full-time project
officer to. the staff of the Curri7lum Development Centre, Canberra, in February, 1977..

The design of' the project rOvided for a three -phase development. Phase I was to
be an exploratory, data-gathering stage which would explore the context within which,
and provide the conceptual basis on which, the actual business of English language
curriculum development could build ing Phase II, if(hile Phase III was to provide for
the dissemination and implementation of the materials developed during Phase II. Phase
I of the project formally concluded 'th a national conference, held in Canberra in
January, 1978, and its progress and ou omes have been comprehensively recorded in
Language in Educaiion: The 'GDP Phase I ( aling-Keepes and Keepes, 1979). '



The Current Scene

, The most recent and comprehensive account of the current scene in- English len
teaching is that provided by the analysis' of responses..to'the call for submissions ch

constituted- tt central thrust of the investigatory phase of the Language ,De opinent

Project (Maling-Keepes et al., 1979).,:lt is impossible to do justice here to the 'rich and
, .

_ complex tapestry _woven by this analysis of-submissions, and rather than_ misrepresent:...
that richness- and complexity .by an attempted summary, I will focus onone particular
motif which illuminates the theme of .uncertainty and confusion with which we started
this background chapter. While it would be dangerously misleading to-confuse this motif

, Wit .the total pattern,, it is a significant element in that total pattern. -
- .

The awarness of period of 'rapid change, of community pressure, and of
examination. of, the role of English teachers, was reflected in almost one third of
the individual submissions. (op. cit.:_79)

In their analysis of this aspect the researchers comment on the sense of concern
running through many of the submission's:

Sometimes the concern indicated a commitment; sometimes it indicated anxiety;
either about the teacher's own role or the capacity to facilitate development of the
child's language; sometimes it indicated a sense of helplessness and impotence
when faced with the array of tasks demanded of an English. teacher. (op.
cit.:78-79)

It was also noted that this sense of, concern, the awareness that there was a
problem of some kind, increased as one moved through the primary school and into the
secondary school. In particular, at the secondary level, 'there was considerable concern
about the children's achievements in reading and "basic" language skills, but there was
uncertainty as to.,rihat to do about it' (op. cit.:79).

Teachers were well aware that they were under attack, but disagreed on the
validity of the criticisms levelled at them. So too they were well aware that they were
teaching in a period of rapid change; but' again disagreed in their response to this
change. Not surprisingly these differing responses reflected a diversity of views and a
diversity of practice. One 'submission saw the situation in these 'terms:

st.

There are several groups of teachers working indifferent directions 'probably
within schools and certainly from\ school to school. There is a minority working
tdwards a language and learning approach to .English; trying to be consistent in
that approach; trying to cater ft* the needs of theirstudents; and at the same
time trying to combat pressures fibm other groups. . -

..
There are a far greater number whe hide behind the traditional trappings of
prescriptive and highly teacher - structured English 'programs, ignoring the lack of
efficacy, and the irrelevance to the modern student. There are others terrified by
parents and the press, who change with the editorial tide. There are others who
find themselves caught; between the focus'on language and the foous on literature,
ever mindful of the 'determining' restrictions of., an external examination for
matriculatio .
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Then there are others who have no direction who see the presentstituation as ne of
flux and.are either only prepared to sit on the fence, or at the teacher's des and
let nature (or theistudents' nature) take its course..
There are also thbse who feel inadequate in ierlting the many 'apecialist' a eas
cawered. by the broad spectrum of English .language. Finally,_ there are those who
see concern for langua6 development as their sole domain, and yet others who
maintain that all teacher's' have a responsibility in this area. (op. cit.:82-83)

It wohld be inappropriate to end this section on the current scene Without, some
reference to the second, deVelopmental, phase of the Language Development Project
now movinetbwards completion. After a number, of delays caused by changes of',.talf
and protracted negotiations with the' States, Phase II of the Language beveioPment
Project finally got under way early in 1980. Eight task forges, one in each State and
Territory; with their associated teacher networks, began experimental work in

ciassrooins on a variety of English language curriculuin development tasks Within the
ovetall national umbrella of, the Language Development Project. The projict is fopused;

on the development, of childten's language capacities in school Year's 5 to.8, the Intl of
transition from primary to secondary 'school, and is concerned witoth mother- tongue
and second-language learners. The nature and diversity of project aptivities can be

-gauged from the articles by task force members iiisluded in the special issue of Englikh
in Australia (Australian Association for . the Teaching of English, 1981) devoted to the
work of the Language Development Project. Unfortunately the developmental work of
the project has been prematurely curtailed with the winding down of the operations of
the Curriculum Development Centre. At time of writing a limited number of materials
are being prepared for publication, although it is riot clear just how much of this will'

eventually appear in published form. The third phase of the project, the planned
dissemination phase, has been abandoned.

. -

Syllabuses and Guidelines: The Official Curriculum

A. second major thrust of the investigatory phage of tile Language Development Project
was an analysis of curriculum documents- undertaken by Francei Christie and Joan
Rothery. They found 'a considerable degree of unanimity both in\ assumptions made
about the value of language and English teaching generally, and\ in recommended

approaches -to English teaching' (Christie and ftothery, _1979:197), Eicl concluded that
'most of the States havewitnessed, and been influenced by, similar \developments in
designing their English syllabus documents' (lac. cias 1

The researchers identify two'important general changes -which occ red in English

curriculum doCuments throughout Australia in the late 1960s and early 19 Os. The first

of these was the abandonment of prescriptive syllabuses in favour o 'statements

intended to suggest guiding principles and desirable practices, rather'than to prescribe in

detail the kinds of methods and beliefs, to be adopted in English te ching' (op.
., \
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The second important change was away from a view of language based on
traditional grammar, sp fling,' punctuation, sentence construction, and 'correct usage' to

.

one . which incorporate the ideas emerging from' the Dartmouth conference and
reflecting 'the Australian response to the new concerns in English teaching; Many of
which were raised at the U esco seminar' (op. cit.:202).

.The authors identif a number of language. emphases which these new-style
syllabuies and guidelines.; red, -among them- a -concern-with personal- growth through

language development; a nip or less explicit reliance on models Oflanguage learning in
eary childhood; a view of guage as a . complex interrelationship between the four
language 'skills' or 'arts' of ii tening, speaking; reading, and writing; the belief tfuit
language is learnedin,,use; th= encouragement of ictOities; such as small group work,
drama, and role play to pro 'de a diversity of contexts 'fbr language use; the
encouragement of the use of th= es or-units of work which integrated language study
and literature study; the use of a child's own experience as a resource; recognizing
and building on the language kno edge children bring with them to the classroom; an
emphasis on personal and imagin we writing; an emphasis on ::the 'exploration of
language through informal talk.; a cognition of diversity and variety, in language; a
move away from the traditional vi 'Of one 'correct': farm op standard English; a
recognition of the need to respect th child's own ,use of language; and a view of the
teacher,as a facilitator of learning.

Christie and Rothery are criti 1

docuMents, and in particular their failu e
translating the new ideas into practice. T

. . . changes in practice were not as
community. It now seems appare
understanding ofthe theoretical and- r

a had great difficulty in interpreting the
. ,

of many perceived deficiencies in thee'
to: provide teachers with stufficient 1p in

y note that, in tit view of many educators,

idesPread as is sometimes suggested in the
t . . that teachers had insufficient
earch foundatiops of the syllabuses and so
and acting upon them. (op. cit.:206)

TextboOks and Materiale: T e .Unof ficial Curriculum
., .

The two most immediately obvious features of

is their multiplicity and their diversity, ranging
1959, reprinted annually'), their modern- coun
('forward to fuerdamentals9 to books and mater
reseal*. A recent and extremely interesting r
(Carr, 1979) -. interesting because it places the text
context of the language learning _Rode's they e
categories of 'course 'books and source books' in
Queensland secondary schools, the first two categori
widely used but re ended for the consideration of

nglish language textbooks and materials

from the old faithfuls ('first published
?Parts and their trendier imitator's

drawing on the latest linguistic
ew of aglish language resources,
oks and materials reviewed in the
emplify - identifies three broad
use in junior English classes in

in common use, the third not yet
E glish teachers.
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first of these broad categories identified by Carr is The Thematic
Such books are commonly a collectiort of stimulus material from, ,a wide
urces, loosely organized intooThemest deemed to' have social-or personal

the students and deSigned to stimulate a wide variety of language
ile books of this type go back to the early sixties,

Antho

var

r

4).

The second broa category identified by Carr is. the Traditioria/ Lan9uage Ski is

he rly 1970s this type of ..book had undergone a_ number of changes and,
ariant f ms had begun to appear. Soine 'remained.. . highly literary; others

placed gr at emphasis on variety - variety of topic, genre, language type and
forthat. hile many were, eclectic in their approach, most of the, more recent
examples ere firmly based on what had come to be known as the 'growth' or
tdevelopme Q1' model of. English' teaching. (op. cit.:2)

Textbook. Carr co I ments:

Sorne of thes-` are almost identical with books published 20 ygals ago; in truth,
some are, save or the covers, mere facsimiles and may need to be approached with
considerable ca+,tion. On the other hand) many make at least some concession to
the thematic :`.proach by incorporating small passages of literature and/or
journalism and b using a sprinkling of modern illustrations. It- is fashionable for
books of these ki \s to glory in rather hearty and plausible tjtles. (op. ctt.:3)

Books in this category a based on a view of 'language which assumes

. . that student erformance in written composition will be improved by their
working through a 1 rge amber of drill exercises, even if these are based upon
very small pieces o language that have no wider context of meaning.. Some also
assume that explicit instruction ip the termihology .df traditional, grammar and
systematic practice i the analysis of language according to the rules of traditional
grammar will result in marked imprdliements in student written)' language
performance. (loc. cit.

A third type of, book id ntified by Carr is the Broad-Based Language Study Source
Book. Books in this' category

respects:

'ffer from those in the other two categories in two main

In the first place,. the new \language study source books are based, at least in part,
upon recent theories of t e nature and functions of language. Secondly, While
working within the frame ork of the growth model (that. is,_ they follow the
principle that language is est developed by using it), they are nevertheleas
committed to the belief tha the process of exploring language, as it is used for
living and for 'learning, is a 1 timate and valuable activity for both teachers and
learners in schools. (op. cit.:4 ,

Summiry.

The purpose of this chapter has. been
language edudation in Australia. In

language and language education 'whi
language over the past three decades, an

o set' the study in the current context of English
ing so we have traced the changing views. of
h have Influenced the curriculum in English

juxtaposed them with analyses of both official
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curriculum documents and textbooks and materials in current use in Australian schools in

an effort to identify some of the causes for the uncertainty and confusion among
teaches of English language concerning both ,their role and their effectiveness. Such a
brief ani rapid overview of a diffidult and complex area is bound to be something of an
OversimMifiCation. Some no doubt will criticize.the selection) otherS the emphases iti . .
has chosen to make. Neveetheless, it does serve the purpose of providing a necessary
backgrounds to tilt investigation of classroodi practice which constitutes the main-aim of

the. study without, 1. believe, unduly distorting the complex issues witt which it deals.



CHAPTER 2

BEING 'MERE: A TEACHER PERSPECTIVE

Crystallizing a coherent picture of current practice in English language teaching from
the diverse perceptions of teachers is not an easy task. The practical pedagogy of the
classroom -dods not readily reduce itself to neat theoretj'cal categories or-to unqualiffed,
generalizations. Not only is it common to find apparently Contradictory practices
co-existing within the same school; it is not unusual to find them co-existing within the
same cliissroom, and within the practice of a single teacher. ,A praCtical eclecticism -
,picking up things that seem to work from s variety, of sonices. - may well be the
commonest form of p ice; certainly it is more common than the 'ideal' condition of a
carefully articulated the etical position finding expression+ in consistent classroom
practice. Thus`it is not uncommon to find textbooks from. all three of the 'categories
identified by Carr (see Chapter 1) sitting happily side by side on the practising teacher's

. '
shelf,, and contributing to the program-in=praCtiee; Which is not to say thatteachersare
atheoretical so much as that the practical pedagogy of.',what works in the a

good deal more likely to determine. what isdone than any .set of theigetical principles.
about language and language learning..

..

That 'said; it is still possible.to learn &good deal about current practices in EngliSh
language teaching, from the data collected in the study, beginning with a broad o'verview.'
of curriculum emphases in the case study schools as, reflected in teacher. responses tOthe

a .

questionnaire survey. While these data .are highly aggregated, and Must therefore be
treated, with cautions they do provide us with a benchmark from. which we can begin our

.

. .
exploration of more complex patterns and issues.

The Teacher. Sample

The teacher sample for the questionnaire survey comprised 68 teachers from the eight
focused case study schools. Between 6 and 10 teachers from each school resPonded to
the survey, with a mean response of 8.5 teachers per school. All teachers' in the eight
focused case study schools involved in teaching English Language Programs in the junior '
secondary school, with the exception of thoslibsent from the school at the time the
survey was taken, were invited to participate in the survey, and almost all responded, so
that the data recorded' an be considered to, be representative of teacher perceptions of
the curriculum in the eight focused case study schools. Since these eight schools were
selected 'for focused case study as being 'representative of the range of curriculum
approaches encountered in. the 4 exploratory case study .schaols, we tan .have somc
confidence that the picture of current practice emerging from the data is reasonably
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represeptative of teacher perceptions of the curriculum, although there is no claim that
it constitutes a randomosample of schooli or teachers. The interview data which provide
the basis for the analyses in the latter part of this chapter were obtained 'from all 25
case study schools, and constituted an important part of the data used in selecting the
eight schools for focused case study.

Curriculum Emphases: A Teacher Perspective

Figure 2.1 represents a generatlzed teacher perspective on the curriculum in English
language in the junior secondary school, presented in the form of profiles based, on the,
mean ratings allocated to each of the,19 items in the questionnaire on each of the three
aspects of the curriculum surveyed - the ideal curriculum, or what ought to be taught;
the planned curriculum, or what it is intended to teach; and the operative Curriculum, or
what is actually perceived to be taught in practice - by the 68 teachers who responded to
the survey. '.

Perhaps the first thing we observe is the overall similaritY in the shape of the three
profiles, indicating a general similarity in the order of priorities -accorded the various
items in the ideal, the planned, and the operative curriculum in English language in the
junior secondary SchoOl, with a predictable shortfall in translating the ideal:into
curriculum planning, and planning into curricultiM practice. This' '-Similarity is
particularly evident the relationship between the planned and the operative
curriculiim, Where the perceived gap betWeen the intended emiihasis and the emphasis .
achieved, in praCtice is for the most part quite small.' The perceived gap between the
ideal emphasis and that achieved in practice, on the other hand, is somewhat larger and
shows more variation between particular items, being least evident in the mechanics
compbnent . of the curriculum (Section B) grid most evident in the oral language
component (Section D).

The comparison of the idealand the operative curriculum in writing suggests that
4eachers are reasonably satisfied with the amount, of emphasis attained arrative
Writing, formal essay writing, and, to a slightly lesser extent, editing. ther more
diSsatisfaction is indicated with the amount of emphasis given to report riling and
personal. writing. The greatest overall satisfaction is with the perceived e Phasis on
mechanics,'with.the emphasis od'grammar falling a little further below thpesired levet
than the emphasis on spelling and composition eXerciawbut only slightly 6.

While teachers seem reasonably happy with the level of emphisis Oen ta intensive
reading and reading comprehension in the reading 'program, they see the emphasis on
extensive rading, interestlbased reading, and rtemeclial reading falling well below the
desired level. The greatest, overaif discrepancy is in the perceived emphasis on oral
language in tita operativOcurriCulum in ,English language in the junior secondary School,



2Paf,tleiilarly in the emphasis given to small group discussion. T,he prograrneomes closest
to achleOing its deSired emphasis in public speaking, but even here there is a conSiderable

shOrtfall.

While these relaticinships'ligetifeen 'astilrations inteiiiikti and lehipernent in
practice are of considarable interest, they are less gernyina, to:our immediate concerns:
in a study investigating current practice than peieeptiona of the operative,
since it is these -which-refleet what is actually happening-in the;classroom -in -relation to:
English language curriculum. The items perceiVed as receiving the greatest emphasis in
the operative curriculum by our teacher sample are intensive reading (that is, the
detailed study of a set book) and narrative writing, with compoSition exercises, reading
Comprehension, and personal writing all receiving substantial emphasis. Some emphags
is seen to be given.tO spelling, formal essay writing,--extensive reading,and'grammar.
Somlwhat, less emphasis is given to the other items included in the'proffle, with least
emphasis 'seen as being given to interviewing and language variety.

Looking at the profile in terms of our four major ,categories, we see the Operative
curriculum in writing as perceived by, our teacher sample as givingi major emphases to

narrative writing and personal writing, with some emphasis on formal essay writ ing.
Little emphasis is given to report writing or editing. Mechanics are seen as occupyiriga
reasonably central place in the operative curriculum, with substantial emphasis on
composition exercises and spelling, and some emphasis on grammar.

In reading,, intensive reading of set books and reading. comprehension receive the
major emphases, with some emphasis on extensive reading. Interest-bated reading and
remedial reading are perceived as receiving reltively less _emphasis. According to

teacher perceptions, oral language receives relatiVely little emphasis in the operative
curriculum, with interviewing and language vEu,ietpreceiving the least emphasis. .

When we look at the overall pattern of the operative curriculum in English
language as revealed in the profile, it would seem that the only new element which
appetirs to have made any inroads into the traditional curriculum in English language, at

least insofar as teacher perceptions of what goes on in the classroom Ore concerned, is
the emphasis given topersonal .writing;, and even this may be more a p;oduet of the
creative writing,movement of the late 'fiftieS and early 'sixties thaw of any of the more.
radical movements n'English language curriculum of the late 'sixties aneseventies.

.._ In basing our profiles on mean ratings we are, of course, Obscuring a great deal of
possible variation in perception, both between individual teachers and between schools.
One way of economically describing theextent of this variation is by, means of a statistic
known as thevaridnce. The larger the 'variance, the greater the variability of scores
about the mean; the smaller the variance, the less the variability,of scores about the' k
mean. Table 2.1 sets out the item means and variances for teacher, perceptions of the

.

operative curriculum in English language in the junior secondary school. As might be.
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Table 2.1 'Item Statistics: 'teacher .Perc'eptiobs:Of the Operative Curriculuin.

ITITglish Language. 76717&61.
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1.12

'1.29
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'0.76

0y76
1.29

.

:0.63'

0.38 2,
0:64
0.49

. 0.73

. 0.58

0.11
.

0'.53

'43.45

0.57
0.37

. 0.42.

0.38
0.24 t

expected frpm our discustion of 'current practice in Chapter 1, there is considerable

variation between indiOidual teachers in their pereeptions of the operatiVe curriculum in-..

English language in the junior secondary sehool, with item variances ranging between

0.19 and 0.73. The greatest variability occurs in the amount of emphasis given to

..remedial reading and figmal 'May writing, with relatively large variances also being

rCeordell far listening Comprehension and extensive\Tading. The, smallest variations-in

teacher pergeiitiiins,.oectir in the relatively high degree of 'emphasis given to perabnal

writing, ,narrative writing, and spelling, and the relatively small amount of emphasis;

given to language varietY.
Another 'dimension of difference of interest in:a study_ such as this is difference

. between schOols, mid a useful descriptive statistic for looking at this dimension, of

difference is the intrnacia"correlation coefficient.: Its usefulnessfor our purpose here

lies in the fact that when the intraclass correlation coefficient equals zero variations in

perception which occur' are attributable to differences within schools, not to 'differehees



between them (Gupta, 1955; Ross, 1982). Thus, the closer the intraclass correlation is-

to zero, the fewer the differences between schools in the perceived emphasis on .that

particular item in the operative curriculum in English language in the junior secondary

school; and the larger its value, the greater the differdnces between schools in the
perceived emphasis on that particular item. 5

Table 2.1 provides intraclass correlation coefficients for ekch Of the 19 items rated

by our teacher sample. Prom the perceptions of the teaChers, the greatest difference
between schools ilea' in thepercpived_emphasis given to. grammart_composition_exer_cis

remedial,reading, and small group discussion; with reasonably large differences-411s
.

occurring in the perceived emphasis on personal writing, reading comprehension; an

public speaking. Least difference between schools in the perceptions of teachers lies

the perceived emphasis given to narrative writing, report writing, and _editing,`

reasonably small "differeices in the perceived emphasis on extensive ',coding iiind
language variety.

The Teacher Interviews

The presentation of it rview data always poses problems for the case study researcher:

The very richness of the data, which provides the major researchpurpose in collecting it,spu

defies concise presentation. One can present masses of raw data: but that can be quite
indigestible. One can use the.'selected quotations' approach: but the ingredients tend to

reflect the taste of the cook. One can categorize, codify, and quantify: but

quantification tends to obscure the qualification. that more ,often than not lies at the
heart of the matter.

Partly in consequence of these Considerations, and partly in the interests of
providing-a way into a discussion of the issues which complements the highly generalized

approach adopted so far in this chapter,' a rather different method of presentation is
presentationadopted here: namely the presentation of the complete transcript of a single interview.

While such a method )as its ,own transparent limitations, it has the advantage of
preserving the integrity of thdata by retaining something'Of the richness of the detail

while prOviding a point of entry into the analysis of the total picture. The selected
transcript has been chosen not because it is typical - English language practice is far too

varied for that - nor'because it embodies the cherished prejudices of the researcher, but

because it crystallizes many of the more persistent issues and concerns which-lie at the

heart of the dilemma currently fading teachers of English language. While solutiOns
may, and frequently do, differ, the problems it raises form-a recurrent underlying theme

in most of the interviews collected during the study; and even those teachers who seek

to' minimize them sooner or later comeback to acknowledging them.

The interview transcript is presented verbatim and, apart from an initial episode of
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negotiatien designed to clarify the purposes of the study and the kind of information .
--qtbeing sought, in its entiretit. There are points on the tape whOe the dialogue is obscured

by the inevitable background noises of the. English staffioom: Rather than make guesies
at the obscured words :and phrases, such points: are indicated by a.seriesodots and. a
question mark placed in square brackets. thus: ?.-....Exeept for qpOinttowardethe

-"end of the interview where the period bell sounds, followed by the inevitable hubbub of
activity, these omissions- do not seriously interfere with the intended meaning,.and the

_reader7should-have -noTproblem --in 7-deducing-itrat least in general-terms.----The:thuiseiipt;
begins at the point where the teacher begins, to describe her prOgran? in English language:
in Years 7 and 8, the qnly grades in the junior secondary.schOol which teaches.

A Sany e IntervieW

Well with the juniors, with thee Year .7 and 8, 'basically I just teach grammar.
Nouns, verbs, adjectives, adverbs, thOt sorfof thing..,yery structured course: And
comprehension, from their book, Tictoiial, and Piactical. And in Year 7 we just
sort of initiate essay writing, descriptive, essays and that sort of thing. Year 8 a
little bit more argumentative type essays. And ,I also teach drama, a little bit of
drama, ? 'discussions, do a bit of, poetry; *me poetry,, supernatural, just do a
theme, go through different poems, discuss.4 end have'.diSOussions aocl then. the_

-write their own pOemstand that sort of thing. A variety of differeht:?thingsiblit
basically I always get back to a very structured approach because with the juniorS I '
think that they need a very -solid grounding in basic skills ;rather than just being
creative and airy fairy and just waffling on,about some vague descriptive essay
type thing whatever. Anyway it is good for discipline, they need 'it. They've got
very structured- books: We do 9 Grammari called., Basically,' it's quite.
boring.

Boring for you or boring for them or boring for everyone?
/
:

(Laughter). Not very creative. We've just done three weeks of talks: They have to
present their own talks, a topic of their choice and then they have to hand in .their
written assignment d.well, research assignment type thing. I did that baSictilly

-.theca:use Pm very busy with the. Year 11's at, the' moment, 'so that's enjoyable for
them and it's' not so much hard work for ,me because I don't teach. The list three
weeks I've"been sitting back and listening to then'', so it's been.rather gOod. The
Year 7's this-afternoon I'll probably just give, them a copprehe,nsion exercise:. Read
a story and answer questions; discuss it. We might not even do any written work,
just discussion, '50 /minute period. .Might.not take that long. Might. be too sbort.
Before that they've done a lot of grammar.

When you say grammar -mhat sort?,

Lots of exercises. F go right back to the bakes, just to nouns, identifying nouns and
changing nouns, verbs and adjectiVes, adverbs, knowing different'types and how_to
recognize Mein in sentences, trying to improve their eXpression, like agreinent of
noun and verb, the phiraLs andsitkular, and those sorts of 'things. I don't know if it
works successfully because it' is 'Very hard to judge from teaching grammar., and
trying"to see whether they inipleinent it in their writing. 'same with spelling, we
give them weekly spelling tests but whether that improves their spelling or not is
debatable. They just lektrn it the period before, they learn it while they are lining



up for recess and get 20 out of 20 and the next day they won't know how to spell a
word anyway. But just to do away with those sorts of things is not what the
sollition is. You have to tryand workit out, /low to improve on it. With the essay-
writing I think finally the best way is simply to give individual help. To come up
with different questions, to go through drafts, and that sort of thihg.

They write theni in class do they, and then come'up if they have any problems?

I think that is successful because tfiey are getting a bit more individual attention
that way rather than take it all up, mark it and then hand it back. I like them to do.
rough_drafts_and_then hand upthe polished, . The main thing is when they
write they seem to write really boring essays. 'Then I went home, then 71had
dinner, then I ...', this sort of thing. Always 'then'. I try to get them to add more

..veriety, use, more descriptive words, and thihg like Mat..

Does it work?
. ,

(Laughter) Sometimes it works, sometimes' they get the idea. After a wide. But
then again I had a. Year 7 last year and a .Year & this year the same -class. I've
taught them for two years and I taught them very 'Similar t ngs last year. I know
we went over essay work last year, and now we are doing Ore, and the thing's I
taught them they've forgotten. I find that interesting.. Their retention level's Very ,.
inihilhal. Over the Christmas holidays they forget lots of things. I find in lots of
ways that in 7 and 8 I teach very similar things. I could give a similar lesson to
both levels at the sametime, a little bit more in depth for Year 8. . .

Arid the' grammar lessonsNu do, do you relate them to their'written work or do
. .

you follow through exercises? .0
.

Usually we talk about the grimmer, blackboard notes, the do exercises, thehdo a
written pieceof work trying to exemplify a particular thing I've just taught. Nouns
or something, descriptive adjictiyes.. Write a piece of writing using these
adjectives. That is the sort otprocedureI follow: Talk and chalk lesson,.then lots .

.of exercises using the grammar books, and then some sort of .piece of writing to
implement what they've learnt. I do it in a block. I don't do it one lesson a week, I
do it for three weeks or something like that and I do three weeks of poetry,.three
weeks of talks, or something. I fOuhd that the other system didn't work. If I had
spelling one day and grammar the next, comprehension 'the next,, it was jtist all too
bitty. I couldn't get-through much in one lesson,-40 minutes. I couldn't get through
much at all so I felt the block system was muph better. But by the end of it they
seem td,' get tired of say something like grammar eiter,about tWo.or,three
weeks, se I always end up withe test (Laughter). Ahd if I gave that test four weeks.
later, they'd do abysmally you know. Because we. have been doing it Intensively
for three. Weeks or so they achieve fairly well in that testIt's,nOt really a true '
indication of their ability. So, that's aboht it ,

You mentioned the weekly spelling test. Do yoU give yeekly spelling testa?

Yes I do that.-

And where do thOse words come from?

Usually from graded word books. A graded wordbook we use., It's very old.

Is that fairly.. regular through the school, or do teachersj4st %se their own ....



I see, the kids all have them. ,

Yes. You see, that was mine when I was a kid at school. So it's really very old.

Yes, Foster and Bryant, eh? Yes, I remember that when I started teaching in the
'fifties. I remember Foster and Bryant.

This school used tb have, er,...what was the other one? The younger version of
Mastering Words. Mastering English? Mastering Words; that's right It had_ a.
vocab section and spelling.' We had that for a number of years, and -then Wei,,
changed to-this.

Yes, I suppose the interesting question, one part Pm interested in is some of the
observations you were making there, because I happen to have a obitple of kids of
my own who do very well at spelling tests and are still bad spellers, sal haVe'a
parental interest as welras a professional one in this issue.

rye done all sorts of things over the years, Pve bribed with chocolate frogs, with
spelling, getting spelling stars, gold stars, silver stars all sorts of things but the
pointAS they'll learn them -juit prior to the test and then they just don't have any
retention of how to spell.it or even when they are writing they just don't spell it
Correctly, they just don't see the importance. In a spelling test they do, but not
elsewhere. There has been a whole movement in this school though to try and mark
in every subject the spelling, to mark them down as a poor speller in every subject
so that they just don't see it as isolated only to English. So we've got a spelling list
for the whole' school, for each subject in the school, for each level and each,child is

given it. We're supposed to also'do spelling, not only from say that, but also from
their spelling list. In all subjects.

Yes, I suppose the key on this is of course - does the spelling improve?.. Does the
spelling improve as a, result or does it .not? I got the impression from Mkt you
were saying earlier that it probably doesn't.

Well the thing is if we take away that weekly spelling list, spelling tests, you don't
have anything left,* so ..wha t can you do? Perhaps I think spelling at. the. beginn,ing of
every lesson is good idea: But if you say something doesn't wOrk,;-,yaktve got 26
substitute it with something else, and I haven't found a good substitute. So I. stick
with that sort_of thing. t stick with Very traditional things that Pwas taught when I
was akid.and I felt that they were effective then, more effective than some of the
ideas that are going arougd today that, you knoiv, you've got to be creative, and if
they write eventually their writing will improve and this sort of thing.. I think
that's wrong. I had very structured lessons. I remember learning ,spelling-eVery.
week and doing all sorts of things and taking a pride in getting 20 out of 20. Ldonq
know that it improved my spelling, but I wasn't a poor speller. There must be some.
sort of correlatiOn. I wasn't a particularly good one in grade school, but .in high
school I certainly improved over the years. I just relate it back' to, my own
experiences, like we did lots of spelling games ? they, they think they're just
games. Not something liketHang the Butcher, but even that has got some value
it. But see there were a whole lot of spelling games that I was taught when I was
just a kid, and they're really, they're very good, they're good fun, the kids love
them, and I'm' always using them to fill in a spare 10 minutes at the end of a period,
the,whole period sometimes,; and perhaps it helps them. I don't knoW. I think kids
should learn,- and r tell everyone, you've got to learn 10 'words a night. You can't
learn §,Q words, you've got to learn 10 words, every might. 'That's your English
honieviork, for the whole of the year. It's just got to be on a consistent basis. Like
in maths, if you learn tables-, how do you learn them? Only by rote. Just sort of by
knpving the word, and recognizing it,. able to sound it out, and then, spell it
Correctly. But if you don't take that trouble initially and put a bit of hard work

. ,



into it, I don't think it,is going' to Improve it. And I. think that in the grade - the
primary schools - they have different sorts of teaching Methods, some phonetically
sounding it out and some just do it by sight, by recognition period bell sounds

9 you've got to be able to spell these words, now. 9 but some are lost. I'll
have to go now. I have a class.

Well thank you very much indeed for that. That was exactly the sort of thing I
wanted. I'm ...

* * *

Comment
.

The interview is frank and to the point. It speaks for itself; so that our task here is less

one of interpretation than of relating it to the total body of interview, data. The issues

raised are persistent ones: the role of grammar; the problem ofspelling; the uninspired

mediocrity of much school writing; the lack of transfer of drill in mechanics td'Viting:

in practice; the nature of assessment and the tenuous connection between 'achievement'

and meaningful learning; the frustrating gap between teething and learning. :Ail these

are familiar themes, recurring in one form or another throuhout the body of interview

data.
If there is one thing that the' sup6orteri of traditional methods and the advocates

of innovation arelargely In agreement on it is that for marry, perhaps most, students the

traditional methods do not seem to be 'working. What they differ on is whether the"

newer Methods work any bettei. Our sample interviewee is quite clear in her rejection

of the newer methods. She seems in little doubt about the propriety of the traditional

Methods, but has considerable ddubts abOut their efficacy. For her the solntion lies in a

more rigorous application of traditional methods, and the search for, better Ways of

rendering them effective. For other ieachirs this lack of effectiveness sufficient

rea,SOn for abandoning traditional methods and experimenting with alternative

approaches. Others, perhaps the majority/ share all tio doubts of both groups, .but none

of the convictions, moving uneasily between the .traditional and, the innovative 'in a

se'ar'ch for the right 'folk', the mix that will work. Sometimes of course this is a

conscious and planned eclecticism; bid for many teachers it is confessedly an 04 hoc

response to uncertainty.' :7

, The role of grammar is clearly one of the most contentious pointeat,,issue in the

debate on the English language.currieuludi:in the junior secondary school, at least the

level of pactice. As our measurethent data have' indicateld, id, as the interviewtsia ;.

confirm, it is one of the most conspicuous items of .dgferenCelioth between schools and,

betweenfteachers, within schools on the approach adopted ,to' the teadOng

_ language. While it would t misleading to suggest that au-or even most teachers accord'

it the central role in the priagrain that it clearly` OectipieS:' in Our sample interview,



it is neirertheless true to say' that most of the teachers: interviewed give it some
emphasis in their programs.

It is also clear from the interview data that the grammar, of the'leighties is not
quite the tame. as the grammar of the 'fifties, despite the to rely on the
same or sitnilai textbooks. .".Formal-parsing and analysis - the backbone of the 'fifties
grammar lesson - no longer seems to play tiny significant role in;the Enasti language

'program: ; 'Rather, an understanding of grammatical terminology and grammatical
relatiOnships as a means of describing language structure and as. a basis for 'sentence,
correction' would seem to be what most teachers mean by ',teaching grammar" in the

.'eighties, although it is also probably true that the 'term 'grammar' doe.% not mean:quite
the same thing to the ,different teachers interviewed... . ,

; While most t'eaelfers interviewed would share Iota' interviewee's, doubts about .the
transfer: of grammatical knowledge to any discernible improvement in students" writing,
they nevertheless bee Was necessary in providing a langUage of discourse aboUt language;
an essential tool for the discussion of students' writing and the correction of errors.
Whether thiNimplies that grammar is seen as serving a mainly editorial function is-less
cletiribut it would seem to be a reasonable' interpretation of *Veiling teacher attitudes
as revealed in the interview data. Few of the teachers interviewed see meaning and
convention as providing gatisfactory alternatives to grammer 'in the performance of this
function, although some have doubts about the cost-benefit of the time spent in teaching
grammar. Like our interviewee, most go back to their own experience, to. their own, use
Of grammar in performing theditorial:function'in their own writing. It is rare to find
any reference to research, or to the supposedly seminal writers in the revolution in
English language curriculum theory outlined in 'chapter 1.

It is curious; that such a comparatively surface feature as spelling should ,loom.so
C

large-among the concerns of Englieftlteachers as it ObOiously does, not only in our sample

interview but inmost of the interview data collected in the study:. But we Must not be
toO quick to attribute this to the pedantry of -the English teacher. Society, too, pla&es a
high value on correct 'spelling. EMployers tend to accept or reject job applicants on the
basis. of it Parents tend to judge '.child's progress at school on the basis 'of it
TeacJ in.,othee:l'ubject areas - and perhaps .more importantly examiners in public
examinations - tend 'to mark thein down as a p6br. speller!. It is al most as if we, as a -
society, value being able to spell'a word borreetly more highly than being able to use It
precisely, or even with understanding., Given, that teachers teed ter reflect prevailing
social ,attitudeCiather than to mould them, it is ,hardly surprising that spelling assumes
such importance in -the .catalogue'Of .'probler,q:.EtreaS' identified by.,teachers in our ease

Yystudy:Schools

While the amoUnt of emphasis given to spelling: 4;6o program described in our
sample interview may well be exceptional, there are few English teachers whO Would not



share the concerns' expressed here, or the despair of finding workab
'problem'. Motivation is generally perceived to be of central importan
although achieveMent. 'motivation-- the desite 'to get 20 but 'Of 20
adequate to the task. As with grammatical knowledge, there see
discernible transfer to the written work /of students. 'They just
importance.' Some' teachers in' our sample

solutions to the
to the problem,'
- hardly seems
s to be little
don't see the
t in this with

f increasing
Provides a

ghly as an

ave observed an improveme

age,. suggesting that a concern with torte spelling may be a 'function

maturitj,.. Others have found that the lication of Students' written wo

`marked stimulus to motivation. .Teachers, it woul seeMA
do not rate very

'audience'.

.

These however are only particillar instanteg of, the 'more ;general, °Went of

transfer: of a perceived lack of any clear relationship befween the ,wor done it:
, : .

'language lessons and the general -language' develOpmeit of students; and this turn is

relatedto-the problem of assessment: 'if rgave them that test four weekS late , they'd,. . .

do abysmally, yod knove.: N'Acubt there Is also a iconnection Mere . with the .p ceived

lack of interest on the part.of both teachers and students - it's quite b ring'

in much of the Work done in the Ztiglisil language lesson..: Before pursuing, these

imponderables further, howavet, it would be useful to eke:line:student perceptions the

curriculum in Erigliah language in the junior secondary school for the light they may ave
to shed 'on the issues thrown up by our analysis of the teacher perspective...



CHAPTER 3

'
;/'
BEING THERE: A STtiDENT PE PECTWE

Ekcppt for' studies foCusing on student achievement, he student experience of the
.

curriculum hawbeen'IlikeIy neglected by- edbeational res chers. Quite' apart from the(
relevance of this experience to curriculum 'planning, it c uld be argued that without it

. ,

Our capacity to understand the eurrietiftnn lacks art itnport t dimension. .This.study has
attempted to provide that diinension by ,means c1f bOth easUrenient data- and class

r.(' . H ;

intetviewi designeptd parallel as far as possible the to obtained on teacher
perceptions.

The Student Sample

Tne student sample comprised 420 students from Years 9 and 0'in the eight hichSed
case study schools. At least one Year 9 and,-One Year 1'0 Cl frdre, 'each, school was

included the,sernple. While the seleCtion of:claises was depe nt on the convenience,
of the school and the realities of timetabling, care' was taken. to e ure' that classes were .
not atypical. Years'ftand 10 ,were chosen because they Pepresen students at ;Ant
:when all, or inept' of.the_intake group are still at school and have h d inotigh'eiperience.
of the s+lipori proiram to have develOped.informed opinions. Sine the eight focused,
case stui:iy schools were selected as being, representative of the r ge of curriculum
approaches. encountered": the;25 exploratory -caSre,study schools, e can have some
confidence: that the picture of current 'practice,` emerging from the. ata is reasonably
-representative of the student experience of the: curriculum., although
that constitutes a ranciOrnsample of student perceptions.

here is no claim'

Curriculum mphdes: .A Student Perspective
. N.: -, -!"' .

Tile measurement data:On student perceptions; of curridulum emphases was btained from_:
I

a set of'Q-sort cards paralleling the itemS in the teacher inestionnaire, described in

curriculum in English language.in ;the junior secondaricschool, Preeentie in he fOrni of

,..
the introductory chapter. Figure 3.1, represents a generalized student persp otive on the .

profileapased on the mean ratings allocated,,tb.cach of 1,9 items inClaed i the set of
Q-sort cards on'ttWo aspects of the curriablum - thiiideill.curticulum, or'What ght.,,tef be

taught; and the ,Operative' curriculum, or what is :actually perceived to be taught;in

most schools students, would hive very little invOlvpment:.with:Pr"-tin,deratanden

. .

practice.7 byoe 428 students included'in thesample. StudentS were not aske to :rate:
theft; ''Perception S,of the planned curriculum . since it was assumed that, -iiialist ally,..:_in::

;curriculum planning proCess; , I.* ..

,i.
,

r.
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Perhaps the first thing ive notice is. the difference-in the shape of the tWb'profiles;
indicating that, unlike the jr teaCherS, students, perceive not only a difference in the level

.'of emphasis between their ideal and their operative currictilurn, but also difference
4 °

the,orger of priiirities acCorded the various items.' This dissatisfaction with the order of
0:

rtriorities is most evident,inthe reading corripohent of theProgratn(Saction ,C),,.and least,
evident- ti the mechanics component (Section B) .,,aiiiipattifaction with tlle:
emphasis is most evident: in the: reading program. (Section.c.;Tandeertain_aspeetsibf 'the
oral language prOgram (Section D). = ^

The cormiegison of the ideal and the operative 'curriculum -in writing sUggetillrat...,
studentg are reasonably well satisfied -1 with the amount of emphipas.igiVen to narrative
writing, report writing,:and formal essay writing in the operatiturriculum, AttiOugh

`they see the emphasis on formal essay writing as slightly greater than deSiratle;'and,,,the:"
emphasis on report ,writing as sligntly, less than tiesirable Vie's? are sOinewhigiesS
satisfied -with the embhasis; on personal writing and editing. In the mechanics. cOinponent
Of the curriculum they are reasonably well satisfied with the emphasisb given t2
composition exercises and, to a. slightly lesser extent, grammar, but they see spellitrg
receiving sOrnewhat.lesa+emphasis than is,desitable.

It is the reading program, which produces the greatest degree of dissatisfaction
among stu,dents, both in the order of priorities attachgd to t.05, various mains and,in ,thp

'level of emphasis they receive. Students see far too much emphasis,,placed'on the
,.intensive .reading of set books and op reading cOniprehensicSii, luttlofar toOlittle orr-
interest-be; cl reading, .rer'nedial reading, and, to a Ilightly less r extent, on extensive,
reaciing. Vv. ID the exception of listening comprehension, the oral' language pregrerivalsti
falls well b low the expectations of :sttidehts,'with, the greatest shltfall occurring on the
amount of mphasis given to interviewing.

Whit ,these relationships.;::between expectations and perceived practice are of
,

considerable interest, it isrsttideint perceptions 'Of the operative curriculum that are of
More interest to the aims of the-Study, since they reflect -frein Ytie yiewirig or reCeiving,

end, what is "actually seeh to-be' hapPenink,in the 'classroom in ..reiatiOn: to eurrintend,

in English language teaching in the junior secondary school. The "items

perceived as receiving the greatest emphaSis in the operative curriCtil* by our student
s TOR are intensive reading and formal essay writing, closely' f011owed readiPg

c re ension, composition exercises; narrative writing, and grammar., Some emphasis
is seen to be given, to 'spglling and report writing, with Somewlikt leSsremphasib on the,
other items In the; profile, particularly interviewing and language vatieik::

A,00Ring at the prOfile in terms of our four major categoriek 'v4 see thebperatiive,
gtirrigoluni in writing as perceived by our student sample as giVing its major emphases to

,v .
fohrial essay wr,41ing anct narrative writingif with some emphasis on report writing: Little

emphasis is-,given 'to peiSonal writing Or editing: Meohanics are,,SienlaS :occupying ,e;..



. .

reasonably ,Important, place in the opefativ4'Curiiitinum, with substantial einp4sis on

composition exercises, and graine , and some, emphasis bn spelling.

Students see the operative cUrriculum in 'reeding as placing ita:major, emphases on

the intensive reading of set books fetid on reading. comprehension, with relatively little
emphasis on extensive reading, interest-based reading, or remedial reading4 Relatively
little emphasis is seen as being given to oral language, with interviewing and Janguage
variety receiving_ the_ least_ emphasis. '

When we look at the overall 'pattern of the operative curricullim' in English
language in the junior secondary school as it is perceived by students, it wolild seem that,

despite popular beliefs to-the eOntrary,. the traditional curriculum:in English. language;is

still .firmly entrenched, with formal ;eSsays,:harrative -Composition the inechanics,!- and
the ihten'sii.re -stUdy 'bf :set ;books .bbiAinuing ,to bcciipr pride ofoitice., 'There` is little
evitlence.fiere that the',newer;ideasin.*ngliih:hniguage OUrrieniihn disCiisged in 0aptor

have made any supstantiai inroads .dritb,;e.lessiboin insofar as the

perceptions of students are concerned: .

M with teachers, there is considerable variation beiween individual. stUdents in

their PercePtionicf th4:Operative curriculum in. Enilish language in the junior secondary

school . (T
.

able with item .variances -ranging befiieen.0.15 and 0.62. The greatest
variability occurs in the amount of emphasis giVen fo narrative writing and spelling, with

,relatiVely large variancesa'alsci being recorded for repOrt, writing, grammar; and listening
comprehension: The imalleSt variations among individual Students occur in the perceived
einphasis :on' interviewing. and langUage variety,, which students are generally agteV4...
receive relatively little emphasis in the curriculum in most schools..

lOolccing at' the ...differences "between schools jn student perceptions of the
operative curriculum as intliedtvd by the intraclass correlation coefficients also recorded

in Table ea, we note that, the greatest; difference 'occurs in the amount. of emphasis
given to grammar,- with reasonably large differences alsd occurring ki the amount
emphaais. given to intensive reading, extensive reading, and small group, discussion. Least
'difference between schools iii the perceptions of students oceurs in the amount of

emphasise giveh to personal writing, pubte speaking, kingUage variety, and Jistening
comprehension; with reasonably small differences in the perceived emphasis on-remedial
reading, interviewing, and editing; all of which are perceived by Students in most schools

as receiving" relatively: little emphasis in the operative curriculum in English language in

thelunior secondary school.

The Class Interviews

As with the leacher interviews, the most difficult problem in the-Presentationof the
class interview data is finding a way into it which does not do violence to the integrity



Table 3,4 Item Statistics: .Student:Perceptiont of the diegative eurnicul.ute
in-English Language CN 428) a

;Item

'WRITING
1 Narrative writing.
210pOrewriting
3 FOrMal:.eliai writing

"44ersonal writing
5 Editing

B MECHANICS s

7TETIAiiF!-, f

4,2*Spelfing
..: 3 -Composition exercises

C CLADING
1 Intensive,reading
2 Extensive reading

Interest -based'ree4ibg
'4 ReMedial reading .

5 Reading comprehension

Mean',

Intriilass
correlation

Variance coefficient

1.31
s..

6.62 4 0:10

o.p , 0.56 . 0.16
1.51 , 0.491 0.27

0.67 '05.45 , :0.00

0.57 0.53 . ;0.06

1.23 , 0.56
0.98 0.61

-1.33

1.'61 1 0.45

0.71 -.. 0,.54

0.53 0& 52

0.56 0.45
1,45

.-.--- ,,,...----

0.47

D.. TALKING AND LISTENING A

1 Small group discussion ,0.69 - 0:51

".62 Drama/role-play 0.51 :I 45
3 Public'speaking 0.57 .,N0.42

4 'Interviewing V.I 5
,
0.15

5 Listening coahrehensiod 6.62 0.55

6..Langusge variety . 0.35 0.32

0.51
0.13

0.10

0.37
0.38'

0.05
0.18

0.32
0.21
0.01

0.05 -
0.02
0,01

and complexity of the'clata itself. 'Unfortunately the presentation of a single case study

interview is not Appropriate in this ease, since, a:i will be, readily understood, a good deal

of the discus4i0O is Interspersed' with referendes Which are:teac'her-specific and not

.always fair. 14kily, however, there is a way into the classrooth interview data through

the analysis of a projective device whieo was initially intended as an actyity..t? Open:up
., ..,

the;area and provide a stifnulus todiscussion, :but which has pi.iived:to be very interesting
..

as,,a.source of data both in itself and in relation to thesubsequent crass ,discussions..
Students were asked-to write'dOwn on a'card proy' ed the first fi;e,wOrds that came'lntO

their heads when they thought of English langua e ssons. The .cards were collected and

spread-Out on the teacheris desk; providihg a device from which the research& could

eXplore further the- implications of commonly recurring . words, or elicit. further
.explanation z of the more obscure references. Since the 'responses Were

anonymous,*,:ituilent had to own UP. tOliaving written any particular word, and could

:join in thedisettskion without feeling threatened.,.,



Table 3.2 'Claps ificat its.'" of ..SXucliat Responses ,,On Open-ended Projective

, ,
Device TN 4Z8)

Frequenci. of, Reaponses

Respondents responses

Response category

A. .WRITING
. writing
-essay(0
'Other

MECHANICS
. spelling

2. 'grammar

. other

41.?

24.4
15.0.

5

READING
reading . 43.-

21.1

bt?pk(s)/nvel 11:7
other ,8.5

D ORAL. LANOUAGE
.7-tzts/ talking, 111 .3

listening, 5.6

. discussion/dis'cu,ssing . 5.2x,

. other . 7.0

E LANGUAGE (GENERAL)
. stories .

-. Language
other .

F SCHOOLING (GENERAL)
..work /working

. hUmework/assignments.

.,teacher/teacher'a name
, bludge/bludging/Slack
Aied/tiiing

. miscellaneous'behaviour

. miscellaneous procedural
,Imiscellaneous physical

. other

G ATTITUDES/POSITIVE
. inte.reatng

other.

'H ATTITUDES/NEGATIVE
boring
uaitess/waate of time/etv.

. dull/unintlreiting/etc.
yuld

6.6

4.1
7.0

32.9
11.0
15.0
7.5
6.6

27.7

9,9
10.8

5.2
*1 4 3:

51.2
9.9
8.9
7.5

miscellaneous Abu s vOld is like/d istas te 25.4
2.8Other

..PVOTHER
mks Ce 1 Lageoua ?15., 5
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As ,a discussion stager theedevice worke extremely. well; It was usually.possibie
,to.start,offsronceedingscin a light-hearted note and get the Class interested and
in the cliSctisSion. What was less expected s that the data themselves would produce
such a revealing insight into the student eXperience of the curriculum.'

These data are "SuriimarizecL in Table '3.2. 'rile most 'frecfnengY occurring words

haveJ3een listtd, with the percentage of respondents in the total sarn/:le (N = 428) who
recordeci-them -as-one of the five words- first occurring toto= them when- they. thought- of

English language lesSons:. The words hiive been grouped into nine arbitrary. for

sponvenienee of presentation,And the percentage of total responses falling, into each
category is recorded in the table.

One Way 'into a disbusSion of the rather daunting amount:of:detail in the': table is to
a .

.1ovi*-70:the;1V most frequently occurring words among the re. spones, and to examine
their,implicetionSfer:ciirrent practice in English language Curriculum as it is perceived
by students: The 'lop ten', together with the percentage sof respondents recording them'
as gne of the first five;,Wch,,hg_theyassociaied with English language- lessons, are listed
below..

boning: , z, 51.2%

reading'
0 ..

n .; ,43.7%

writing': 41.3%

essay(s)o;:. 37,1%

5 ...-- Wdik/wOrking 32.9%

I'spelling '. 24.4%,,

.',7 '... comprehension '. 21.1% .
.,

9-10' grammar , , 15.0%

horriework/a0ignMents 15.0%
.

ro 'teacher /teacher's name 15.0%
,t , '-- -,,..,* : ,

It comes as thmelKinkcf 'a 'shock to find that more than,half the students in the
sample wrote down-boring' as one of the. first five words they thought of fin assoCiatecih

with'*lish:language lesspnS. It is perhaps even more of a silts& to find that for one in

five:00:.'4%) it was the first word they thought of In'fact, sd regular warthis pattern :
that it became possiole to predict with reasonable accuracy the frequency of the Word's
occurrence in any class, ana this,became quite an ettention7gathering opening gambit for

the researcher during the later ClasS interviews before even 'looking at what had been
written on the,gards. While much of this is nd doubt:attributable to a general response
to schooling - Othei':sUblect areas may not fare any better - we cannot afford to
Minimize its: implications for the English language curricUlum in the, junior secondary
school. We are reminded of the Obsegrations:ofthe teacher,in our sample interview. in
the-previous chapter: bilsicatly,' it's quite boringT-



It is much less surprising to fincillading' and 'writing' occupyinf second and third
position on the table, with each being recorded by almost half of the student in the
sample. When we note however that 'essay' or 'essays' occupies the fourth position; being
recorded by more than a third of the students in the sample, we are forcibly reminded of
the dominance of the written mode in the English language. curriculum in the junior

:secondary school.

One in three students wrote down 'work' br 'working' as one of the first five words
six.associated with English language lessons, and almost one in sik wrote down

'homework' or lass' ignments'. One's reaction to this will no doubt depend on the strength
of one's.adherence to the Protestant ethic, but it does Serve to cast doubt on one the '

commOnef jibes thrust at English teachers, particularly by their colleagues in other
subject area's. And while we are on the subject of myths, it is interesting to note the
prominent place occupied by mechanics in our stop ten' table, with one.,in fomr, students
recording 'spelling', one in five ' comprehension', 'gramtnart,. in .their
five-word lists. *,

fne remaining member' of our .'top ten', die"-Word 'teacher' or the name Or a'.
teacher, is of little interest to the, aims of *study, but hardly a surprising inclusion.

When we. come to look at tlie data in the table in terms' of the categories to which
responses* have. been assigned, equally interesting patterns begin to emerge. If we order
the nine categories in terms of 'popularity' as indicated by the percentage of total
student responses falling into each`eategory, our category league table is as follows:

`1 . .../.,, Schooling (General) 22.6%

Attitudes/Negative 20.1%

3
.. Heading 16.2%

4 Writing .16.0%

5 iviechanics 9.0%

ti. Oral Language 5.5%

7/8 Language (General) 3.8%

, Attiiudes/PositiVe ..: 3'.8%

Other 3.0%

'.;;:''1',,,2411sps it is not surprising to find that words assotiatei with the general topic of
.

WI-tog:1g make up the -tamest group of responses, ,with between a quarter and a fifth of
iiiregponSes falling into this category. While many of these are largely irrelevant to our
interests in this study. for example'the fairly large collection, of miscellaneous words
relating to classroom behaviour and procedures and the physical environment. of the
school some do, have relevance to current practices in English language curriculum
The more important of these -';'work /working' and 'homework/assignments' - have already

been noted in our discussion of the 'top tehmost frequently occurring` words, although it
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is worth noting that there is a minority of:,:dissenters' (7.5%) who recorded tbludge',
''blucking',.or 'slack' in their list of five words. Perhaps hoWever the 6.6% of respondents
who recorded ttired!::,or. ttiring' serve, to feinforce the verdict of the majority!

Of somewhat ..more interest is the relatively small proportion of students
approximately one student in 25, or one student per class, on average, in each case - who
included words related to learning (knowledge/learning/understanding) or intellectual:.
activity ,(thinking/reasoning/reflecting)" in their' five most immediate associations with
English ..language lessons; and this is reinforced by the infrequency with which such
issues surfs* in the class interviews. Perhaps it is unrealistic. to eiperct,. much
commitment to educational .or intellectual values in thg junior secondery'school, but the'
point is worth ma ng -m .View of the predominantly academic orientation of the

.curriculum. This:comment is not necessarily intended to cluestionthat orientation but
.0rather to draw. attention to its implications for 'the educational experience of the

majority of students in the junior secondary school.

Perhaps there 'is some connection to be made here with the fact that the second
most populous category consists of words expreging negative attitudes. One in `five
responses or one per Student.on average - fell into this category. By contrast less Than .
one in 25 responses-Cdnsisted of words expressing pOsitive Altitudes. By far tie moat
Common of these negative attitude words, as we have already noted, was boring; but if
we add to this the one in .10 students. reeording words indicative of pointlessness
('useless', 'waste of time', for example) and the slightly smaller proportion including
synonyms for boring 'uninteresting', for example) we are driven to conclude that a
sizeable proportion of students in the junior secondary school find the English language
curriculum to say the least unstimulating. Added to this, approximately one in every
three students recorded terms of abuse,..'or words expressing dislike or distaste, the
commonest of these beg lyukit, which was included as one of their five responsei by 7.5'. :

cent of students.
As we have noted earlier, much of this may reflect more general attitudes Ito

schooling, and it would yeti:Only be unfair to lay the blai-ne solely at the door of the
English language curriculum. Nevertheless, it is cl9ar frOm the lively, and sometimes
heated discussions that took place in the classroom interviews on this issue that for many
students English language lessons are tedious ancloften unpleasant experiences. It is also
fair to say that ,in .almost every class 'English language had its defenders, although in
most cases thwlended to be in the minority.

It will no Oloubt come as some relief to find that reading an?writing occupy third
and fourth places on the ladder, with approximately one-third of responses falling into
one or other of these two .categories, and almost equally divided betweenthem. In'
general the responses in these two categories itinforce the conclusions already drawn
from the profile data, ,ith the next most common response to the word 'reading' itself

'

3
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.
ipterviews. So far as writing is concerned, however, the classroom interview data
contain some very interesting ihsight§ whit% while not,-negating the general emphases

being 'coinprehension', and the next most Common response to the word 'writing' itself
being 'essay' pr 'essays'. So far as the reading area is concerned the general picture
revealed oy thek.measurement and projective data of a focus on the intensive study of set
books and on reading comprehension Is reinforced by the data from the classroom

indicated in the :mbesiirementencRrojeCtiVe data, certainly.-add R./further dimension...to
"k them. i

. . ,

. It world appear, for example, frorn.'an analysis of the classroom interview data that?
the twO_commonCst_Wiiting._tasics_ which. Students--in..:inany,--if-not4nOst,--classrooms -find:L

. . , . Ii
themselves engaged in are copying down notes from the blackboard and summarizing,:
chapters of their set books, both; -.of which they find tedious and, in the latter Case,
pointless. Another revealing insight is that for most students. the principal, and in many
cases the sole, purpoie forschool writing is EisseSament.".If itia not going to be marked,
they are not interested in it; and it..'is the mark that eoun'ta. It would seem that most
students pay little-attentiOn to 'errors, or to writteh comments on, their work, ehd.lew.,.
claim. to make any effort to incorpOrOte.these into improved performance on.subSeqUent

work. Sadly there iS little evidence of a sense of developing competent -in their writing,
and little evidence of a sense Ofpleasure; althOugh some students with high achieVement
motivation_ are conscious' of A need to impress the teacher Certainly there are
individual exception§ to this general picture', but their voices are rather-muted in the
mass of the interview data collected during the present study. Perhaps, too, individual

,student interviews would have auoweli more of these posithie orientations to come out -
there is always some reluctance tq go against the Majority in group interviews - but- thts
was beyona the resources of the study.

.

Mid-position on the table is occupied by words relating! to the mechanics of
language, with almost one in 10 responses :,falling into this category. By far the most
frequent of these is 'spelling', which was included in their list of five by approximately
one in five students,1With 'grammar' Occurring in the lists of approximately one in seven

. students. This would tend to `reinforce ;the ence of the c-sort data that the
mechanics continue to occupy a reosonabl secure position in the English languOge
curriculum in the junior secondary school.

The evidence of the Q7sort data is also reinforced by the relatively lowly position,
on the table occupied by oral language, with little more than one in 20 responses falling
into this category. If however we combine the resPonses 'talk' and 'talking' will)

'discussion' and 'discussing', one or another,of which found their wayinto the lists of one
'r in six students, the position does look little brighter; although there is an ambiguity

about the response 'talking' which would suggest some caution in any interpretation we
place' On these figures.



y. seveiith place was shared by''responses relating to 'language -in general and
responses exPre4ing positive attitudes to English language lessons, each accounting for o

..
about one in 25 responses. Some pfthe words included in the general language category
were placed there because they were ambiguous '= 'stories', for example, coull refel; to
reading or writing, or even .cbnceivably 'to oral language ,- others, such as the 'word
ilanguage"itself,,beCituse they were pervasive. ' , -

Of :more interest is the relittivp ,infrequencY'.Of responses expressing positive
4 <41_,,., ., . .
attitudes to gngliarlanguage lessons, espeCially When contrasted with the frequency: of
words expressing negative attitulles, which_ oulnunibered then' "tie to one While it is
-heartening to -find ° thatone in -20 students' found.- their English' language -lessons.,.
atifficiently inteqestingfor that to be one of the first five words that occurred to them,
it is somewhat disturbi k to fincitfiat'llecessary' or-iimportanti only occurred to 1.4 per
ceht of students' as on of their lirst five assbeiatio*, While it is, clettr from the class
interview data that's 'muchgreater proportion than this would,concede theAinportance.,of
inglish language learning_in their general education, Wig' alsO clear that 'there:ere-many

-1
students in the junior secondary'achool who reject it. ..value and question, its relevance to. .

their needs, at least insofar as they experience it in the English language classroom.

The remaining category, accounting for". three' per cent of all responses, was inade
up of a miscellaneous set of responses which could.not be readily classified under any of-,

,

the other categories.
. .

. Perhaps thi,-,picture merging from these data is 11 misleadingly gloomy one.'
, .

Students, after- all, do
41
-not often get the opportunity to express their views on the

curricultim to a public audience, and no doubt the temptation to vent their frustrations
not only, with English language lessons but with schooling in general proved too great for
some But in addition to providing a way into the class interview data they do nicely
complement the. Q-sort data in proViding a more rounded picture of the Curriculum:in
English language in the junioc.,secOndary school as it is perceived by those who are',.''for
the most part, on the receiving end of it.:
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CHAPTER 4

PLILLINGIT TOGETHER: A RESEARCH PERSPECTIVE

It Will be clear from our analyses in the previous two ehaptera that while teachers and. ' .

students share a good deal. in common in their perceptions of; the eurriculuni- in English

'language in the junior' secondary school, there are also some, marked 'differences:of.,

kiewpoint. The purpose of this chapter is to eiplore these varying perceptions from the

point of view of the researcher in an attempt to Clarify-, the complei patterns of
agreement and disagreement revealed-in the data, beginning with a compalition ,of
teacher and ,student perceptions as revealed' in their responses to 'the queitionnaire and,
Q-sort items.

In comparing profiles, use will be made of two measures of Piofile similarity, Ale
product moment correlatio4 (r) andlhe distance measure -(D).: The product nibment

coAlatitin is useful, since it provides us with a .measurt. of the 'degree of similarity
between the shape of the two profiles; in other, words, of, the , relatiVe emphasis

placed by the two groups of iespondents being compared on the various facets-of English

langUage learning represented by the items in the profile. What the correlation.".'
coefficient cioes not tell' us, ;however, is the degree' of 'similarity in the level of
einphasis accorded the various items, of English language learning. 'This,,, is where the
distance Measure (6) ctiin'irovicie<us with valuable additional infOrmatiOn, sinCeit'-takei

into account level anfl.,disperSion well., as sbape,(Nunnally, 1967). By. making use of

both these measures, the ieotrelation coefficient and the distance measure, we have a

simple but effective method Of comparing profiles.

While correlation coefficients are readily interpretable, distance measures are less

so, since they are dependent on the measurement scale beineMsed,..and;',the ',Timber of
items in the profiles being. compared. For the curriculum profiles being cbmpatpd in the

Prekent"stuary, distance:; measures could range, theoretically, between' '0,: K. the two

profiles were identical, and 8.72, the measure that would Occur if the \vro profiles were

completely polarized. In practice, distance .measures.in the present study range between

0-.48 and 3.75, with a mean of D = 2.06 and a median Of D = 2.06.

Table .1.i summarizes the profile comparison data fOr the comparisons, made in

Chapteis .2 and 3. Correlation coefficients are entered in the upper right-hand sekinents

of the table in standard type-face, distance me)sures are: entered in the'lOW 4:left-hand

segments in Rates. If we look; first at the data on teacher perceptfodsi wg:,can. note t

the very close relationship between the, planned and,the Operativil.ciirriChlurn observed in

our diseussion in Chapter 2 is reflected in the high correlation coefficient (r.= 0.99) and

the small distance .measure (D = 0.48). Similarly our observation that, while teachers

seem relatively satisfied with the':_oierall pattern of priorities in their
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Table 4.1 Profile Compariion Data'for Teacher and Student Perdeptionssof
-.,the Ideal, the Planned, and sthe.Operatiie Curriculut ib English

VEUMW.E.F
44

Ideil'
'.121anned

Operative'k

1.

"lenChrs ;Ettldents

Ideal -Planned, ,.Operative Ideal Operative.

..^. A,77 0.71 0.43

-1:79 - 0:99 ..? . -

2.21 I '', 0.18 ',,- ' , '2.06 ,.: , - y
,-.

Correlation coefficients are entered in,;'th'i,Ilible in standard type-face, .
,

distance'measures in italics.

.prOgrEim-in-practice, they pefeeive a predictable:shortfall in "translating.their ideal into
planning and their planning into:piactice, is reflected in the reasonably highpeorrelation
coefficients between the ideal and the planned(r = 0.77) and the ideal and the operative
curriculum (r 0.71),'and the progressively larger distance measure (D = 1.79, D = 2.2-14

:41,4
respectively). Stucients, on the other hand, as was obserJed in Chapter 3, see their
dissatisfaction Witli the picgrarnin-preetice as lying more with curricdIum primlities
than with level of emphasis, and this is reflected in the somewhat lower correlation
coefficient (r = 0.4$) and the moderate distance measure (D = 2.06).

The Ideal Curriculum

Figure 4.1, compares the perceptions of our teacher sample, repreSentelicin the graph by
.

the unbroken, line, with those of our, student sample, represented on- the gra& by the
broken line, on the ideal curriculum in EngliSh language in the junior secon'darYschool.
The overall domparisonpetween the.two profiles sugge,sts that, while teachers diitend to
give somewhatIpori.emphaSis in,their ideal Cuiriculurn to most of the items included in

the profile than do-students' the-re, is no marked disagreement on level of empha..4i4heial;

indicated by the comparittiVely small distance measure (D = 1.59). The relativel§lew
correlation between the two profiles (r = 0.23), however, indicates 'somewhat.; more;
disagreement on fhe reiative emphasis which should be given to the various' items .
included in the profile.

The greatest discrepancies occur on the perceived emphasis which should be given

to personal writing, intensive reading, and .listening comprehension; with reasonably
:.

lair discrepancies al.id occurring onthe desirable emphasis on reading comprehension,
eXtensive reading,-;and small group discussion. In each case teaChers .give these items. .
substantially. greater emphasis in their ideal curriculum than do students Student's'

teachers are most closely in agreement On the level of einphasikwhiah should be given to
editing, composition ,exercises, interest-based reading, remedialzeiding, public speaking,

and language, variety.
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COMO Ewing the prOfiles in ternis of met four major categories, we note that there is

reasonably' close agreement between teachers and students on the ideal curriculum in
writing with the exception of item 4, personal writing, which teachers see as warranting
considerably emphasis in the writing mirriculurn4han do studentS: This may

.
-come as something,of a surprise to,those who, see Personal writing:as a means of making

euri'iculuni7 More relevant to the needs and interests" of ''students. Spdedts see-
.

slightly more 'emphasis on,formal essay writing and slightly less eniphatis on-narrative/N
_ and report., writing as desirable in the ideal curriculum than do teachers) but the

discrepancies in each case are minor.
The only one of the four categories given gr"---:eiiretrm-y... erall prominence,py.,students

than.,by teachers in their perceptions of the ideal curriculum is mechaniis, although, this
is mainly attributable to the greater importance attached by the students to grammar.
This is somewhat surprising in view; of the largely negative reactions to gramniar
exercises;eyidentin.the: class interview,:data, suggesting thaVtlie high priority given to it

in the student tPrOfile is an indication of perceivedi'mPOrtance; rather than intrinsic'
interest..,'

The
. .

sien.Of 'greatest disagreement between student's 'Niel' teachers in the ideal
cUrcicu1uiX 'is reading,;for while there is quite close. agreement on the 'level of emphasis

.

which should be given to interest-based reading and remedial 1:epling, there is almost a
complete reversal. of perceived priorities:` While students:.giye their ,highest priority in
the ideal reading program to interest-based reading and _remedial reading, and Abel'.
lowest priority to intensive reading and reading comprehension, teachers ,give their
highest priority, to extensiye.,and:,intensi,ve. reading, and theirlOwest priority to remedial...

reading. There are quite large discrepancies between the two groups in their perceptions

of the idea level of emphasis, on intensive reading and reading comprehensiori in
particular, and, to a slightly lesser extent, on extensive reading.

There are considerable, differences too between the two:.grbilfis on the emphasis
.

shbUld he given to.-Orgi.,language, althoughihiS appears to bernore a question of
.overall emphasis than ,relative priorities, despite the close agrrent on the appropriate

level of emphasis on public speaking and language variety. The greatest discrepancies
occur on the importance attached to listening comprehmiSion and small group discussion. 3

The Operative Curriculum
, .

. There is much' closer agreement between teachers and students in their perceptions of,
the operative curriculum in English language in the junior seminary School (Figure 4.2),-
as is evidenced by the high correlation (i =:13.82)-and 'tire .ccimParativelY small distance

measure (D = -1.07) between the two profiles. i*oYeriiii concurrence increases our
confidence that the picture, emerging frOM the :dite of current practices. in English
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language teaching is' a reasonably accurate one, at leait insofar as the cases dy schools
are boncerned; although we need to remember that the profilg repres t highly

aggregated data which disguise considerable variability in the perceptions of both groups.
The greatest dgerepancies occur on, the perceived emphasis given to personal

writing, forrhal essay writing, and grammar. Students and teachers are. most closely in
agreement on the perceived' emphasis given to small grOup diieilssion, narrative writing,
.rid composition ; exercises, although' several other items 'show quite high levels- of

\ I

agreement, in particular public speaking, listening comprehension, and intensive reading..

Comparing the profiles in,terms of our four, major categories, we note that it is the
writing currieuluin which produces the greatest disparity in the :pereeptiona Of students
and teachers. While there is reasonable agreement 'on therelative emphasis given to
narrative writing, report writing, and editing, there. is -a complete reversal in the..
Perceived priorities placed on formal_essay writing arid personal writing.\ While students:

see formal essay writing .as receiving the greatest, VnPfliSis in the Writing curriculum,
rAk.

tea.elters,see it as-receiving only moderate emphasis; while teachers see personal writing .:
as receiving a ,rnjgor emphasis, second only to narrative writing, students;.seeit
receiving very little emphasis. f

It is difficult to account for this reverse in perceived priorities, partieularly given
the general concurrence of perceptions in the profile as a whole: .It is true that .the term ".
'essay' is used rather broadly in the junior secondary School, and it is possible that
students use it rather ;oldie lOoselY than do teachers, but this hardly seems an adequate
explanation of the Observed: discrepancy. In any case, onq would expect that if it were
operating to any great extent it would show up in the perceived emphasis on narrative
writing rather than in the pereeived emphasis on personal writing. -Certainly it is clear
that students as ry.whole perceive school writing*S:More, academic and more remote
from their own thoughts, feelings, and interests than,;datheir paCherS;. and this in itself
provideS cause for reflection.

Some disparity of perception occurs also in the mechanics category, althOugh this
is mainly focused on the relative importance attached to grammar, which students see 'as
receiving rather more emphasis in the operative curriculum than their teachers do.
While this again niay be due to some differences in interpretation - students may attach
a ratner broader iraning to).:the term 'gramniar' than their teachers do one would:.

expect this to be-reflected in a corresponding, difference in perceptions of the,.;',-
_

importance attached to Composition exercises, which is clearly not the case. It would
appear then. that the discrepancY does reflect a genuine difference in perception rather
than "a difference of definition, although this,;maY'haVe played some part. It is alsO worth

recalling .;that .grarrietnEir was one of .the items producing the . greatest variability,
.

especially between schools, for both,leachers and students, and this may suggest some
artificiality in the aggregated means:,
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The ,reading 'categorY provides the area of greatest agreement in teacher and
student p tceptions.'ofie operative curriculum, in,particular 'the marked' similarity in

F4/44

the 'shape of the:two"' prefiles, with the student profile. providing a .slightly more
accentuated version of the priorities .revealed in thteacter profile.. The items seen by
both ,grpups' as receiving, the greatest emphasis (intensive'- reading, and reading
comprehension) are seem by students as receiving/slightly more emphasis thans,they are by

i.

eachers, while the items , seen as receiving the least emphasis by both groups
(inteiest-based reading, remedial reading, and extensive reading) are seen' as receiving I
slightly less emphasis by stud6ts than th ate \ by teaChers., The picture emerging from

both :Profile; clearly reflects the dominance of the traditional .academic ltiproadi
literature in the reading program in the,jiiiiier secondary school, reflecting in turn

,
.perhaps.,the clownward'pressure Ore ternal examinations in the senior school. -

There IS substantial ,agreement too in the picture emerging from, the profile
comparison of oral language as the poor relation in the junior secondary school English
program; with-Students tending to see slightly less emphasis than teachers; although the. ,

only major discrepancy is in the amount of emphasis given to interviewing. Again there
is general concurrence in the shape:of the two.^,prefiles; With both-groupS agreeing that

. most emphasis in.the oral language program is given to small group discussion and
listening comprehensiOn, and least: to interviewing and language variety.

It would be inappropriate to end this comparative analysis of teacher and student
perceptions of the operative curriculum in English language in the jkinior secondary
school without some reference .to ..between school differences, both as an important
element in an overview of current practice and.as a lead in to our investigation of style
'type differences in Part Two of this report. It will be recalled that in. Chapters 2 kid a.,

use Was, made of the. intraclass -correlation coefficient as a descriptive indicator of,
between school differences in teacher and student ''perceptions ''of the operative
curriculum. These statistics are compared in Table 4.2.

While it will be immediately clear from the tablelhat betWeen SchoOf differences,
are on the whole more marked in*he perceptions of teachers:than in the perceptions' of

students - in itself an interesting observation - there are important areas of agreernent.
The cleareSt difference between sehoolin the perceptions' of both teachers and students
is in the amount of emphasis given to grammart with reasonably clear differences ;also

-

evident in the amount Of emphasis given to fornial essay writing, intensive reading; and '

small group discussion. The evidence is less clear for between school differendes in the
amount of emphasis given to drama and role play:and reading comprehension, but the
clear differences in the perceptiOns of teachers do receiVe some support h the -
perceptions of students. The reverse pattern appears in the emphasis .given- ,to
interest-based reading, witia between school differences more evident in'the perceptions
of students, bUt with some support in the perceptions of teachers.
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Table 4.2 Differences Between Schools in Teather and? tudent Perteptiods off'
the'Opeistkve Curriculum in'EngliPh Lepoge 1-. ..

"4-

Intraclaps Ofitrelation Coefficienes,'

Item Teachers '
ry Students

Al Narrative writing
A2 Report writing

'A3 Formal essay writing.
A4 Pers'onal writing
A5 Editing

__Bl__Gramma;
La-Spelling
B3 Composition exercises

Cl Intensive reading.
C2 %Extensive reading
CI Interest-based reading.
C4 Remedial reading
C5 Reading coMprehens,on

D1 Small group discussion
, D2 Drama /role -play.

D3 Public speaking
04 Interviewing,
p5 Listening comprehe
66-language variety

-0.02
0.01
0.30
0.43
0.00

0-55
0.18 .0.13
0.63

0.1.0

0.16
0.2/
0.00
0.06

While it is these ieas of concurrence between, teacher and student percePtibns"

0.37
0.11
0.1.9
0.53

0.45

0.57
0.37
0.42
0.38
1).24

11.11

0.37
.0.38
0.29
0.05
0.18

0.32
0.21
0.01
0,05
e02
0.01

that are of most interest to us here, since they give us some grounds for confidence that
the perceived differences are in fact real differences, there are,a.number of iteMs on
which between school differences are quite evident in the perception of teachers, but not
in the', perception of students, and one where thaiseverse pattern applies, suggestingsome

important differences in the teacher miritudent experiences of the curriculuM.
Of particular interest here are personal writing and composition exercises,. the former,
because it keeps cropping up in the da , the latter because while- it represent:01)e 7:
largest between"' school difference lin teat er perceptioni that, difference remains' larOly'
unperceiveeby students. AS.we.shall se in our discussions of style type differences in
Part Two of this report, there is some evidence to suggest that differences in'teacher'

pv

and student perceptions of the emphasis given to personal writing may be related to
assessment procedures. Since personal writing is less likely to be assessed, it is

perceived by students as less importan4 and therefore as re4eiving less emphasis, quite'
independently' of the amount of time devoted to it in the classroom. The discrepancy
betWeen teacher and student perCeptions of between school differences in the emphasis..
given to . composition' exercises is less readily explained by the data, but the
pervasiveness in Most- classrooms- of textbooks-contain ing-such-exer.cises_suggests___that._
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they might well play a greater, art! irithe program-in-practice, at least in:the:student
experience of that, program, thilr;sOine,feaCtfersWbu ld readily: acknowledge. ' ..';."

, . ..
Some General. Conclusions

. l

When we come,to integrate into our analysis the. insights derhied from' theintervieW, data

and the content inalySes of curriculum documents it becomes more difficult to treat,:
s. .1

.. thatPrecise! Pallqns of agreement and disagrement. ,leverthele.Sa' it is true to say

these further sources of data broadly support 'the: patterns emerging from 'the *Vile'
,"analyses...andr,serve \both to amplify and to supplement them; and that from the
accem aated evidence frOin..different data sources it is t.`possible : build up a picture Di;:

currentgractiCe in English language-curricidum.in the junior'secondary school that has
,1_

generafcalidity, at leastinsofar as the case, study sChools are concerned;
Prominent in this generalized picture are the boring nature of much of the work

done in the English language classroom, and the uninspired and uninspiring nature of
Much school writing; the dominant role of the ,publishers of commercial fexttooks in

determining much of what is done in the EngliSh language classroom; the generel .

uncertainty, even confusion, among many English teachers about what should be done bi-

promote meaningful learning in the English language Classroom; and the downward.

gr pressure of piiblic examinations at the Year 12 level or the requirementS of senior
Colleges on the English langUage curriculum in the junior secondary 'school, which no

Ifdoubt goes some way towards, explaining the.predominantly academic emphasis, we have '

noted in our pr011iecomfiarisoris;'
Other themes which persistently recur in the data are the lack of any reference

point in current linguistic theory and research; a concern with the mechanics of
language which appears to be largely independent° of the editing process; an almost

exclusive focus on the structural elements of language; and a general neglect of oral

language. If, as the linguists insist and commonsense Would dictate, oral language is the

primai mode. , of language development, its neglect in the junior secondary school

curriculum may b'more than simply a failure tO.acCOrd it, ts due importance; it may,,

alsO inhibit potential growth in the written mode.
Whatever 'way we choose to interpret these data, however, it is clear that, contraii

to popular belief, traditional methods are alive, if not entirely well, in the English

langUage curriculum in the junior secondary school. Whether we applaud this emphaSiS Or'

deplore it, it is clear. that if that other persiStent popular belief that standards in English
'language are declining a belief which, incidentally, has also been challenged by recent

evidence (Bourke et al.; 1981) - is to continue to be held, it seems unlikely that it can

be sheeted home to the widespread use of 'trindy new methods in English language
teaching, or to a drift away from the so-called 'basics'.

,
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Nor should these generalized observations be Interpreted as an attadk) either overt
driMPlied, stin English teachers.. If _there is one thing to be learned.from a study'suchas
ttkis it is that English language curriculuin is not a static thing to be observed and neatly
defined,' i;ut a dynamia. interplay of concerned people. struggling to finci:;workable'
solutions to seemingly intractable problems :AT. one Of our leading philosopikis7 has
commented, in a recent book on the philosophy of teaching:

It is not my concern to allocate blame for this state of affdrs and least of to
load it on the shoulders of the English:teacher. Part of the trouble is!that the
.deficiencies of our mass system of education are at their most .obvious in such
fielps of- the -- teaching of English:- Nowhere:' is the-need fOr individual- tuition,-
fluidity :in biirriculum to suit the varying degrees of preparedness of diffeient
classes of Children, the maintenance of freshness and enthusiasm amongst teachers,
at once nfore'necessary and more difficult to attain.
Yet. the English teacher 'often I finds himself with an impOsSible burden "of
correction; with unusually. large classes; and is at the same time called "upon to1,
undertake more than his fair /share of extra-curricular activity. It ls'- a not
unreasonable view that the English teacher and the history teacher should have a
lighter -burden of formal responsibility than other teachers; the reverse is to-Q.
Often the case. In Some. education systems English teaching iS ,onght of 'as.'
something which anyone, however ill-prepared; dap do. Pothing could be urther
from the truth. But, excuses and 'explanations apart, there is no'41se pre nding
that the teaching of English is, a# ',present, even broadly successful: ,P rhaps
greater. clarity.' about what is precisely the English teacher's function may th ow a
little light on ;thee reasons for that failure - even if),by itself;' it does litt 4dr
nothing to relieve it (Passmore, 1980:236)

If this study does no more than -contrib'Ute towards a better understanding of the
dimensions of the problem and the resources needed to tackle' it, it'wilt have served a
useful purpose.



CURRICULUM STYLE ANDLANGUAGE,LEARNING.

Style is the perfection of a point of view.
- Richard Eberhardt



CHAPTER 5

STYLE ANDA'HE custucuiu

The .highly generalized overview and aggregated data !Vi ich. have characterized our
anallisis to date disguise considerable differences between. teachers and between schools
in their apprOach to the English language, curriculum in the junior secondary school, and
it is with these differences, that we will be concerned in ye second half of this report...,
As was noted in the introductory chapter, this study had its origins in an_ study,
Curriculum Style and Social L',etirnin41;(Piper, 1974); which attempted to performfor

...,,,. . . .

the _curriculum in social education 'an overview of current practice similar to that
attempted in the present study for the curriculum .in English linguage. An. important
outcome Of that study was the development of a typology of curriculum style,based on
current practices in social"education in the case sitidy.schools.q

The -study identified three: basic curriculum styles: a 'Type I or eXpository style,
,..,.

with its focus on content;. a Type II, or functional style, with its focus on process;
and a Type III, orsituational.stSrle, with its focus on the context in, which the learning
takes place. The concept of style.: itself 'derives,.from criticism in literature and the
arts, where it functions as an analytical concept for the classification of the 'work, the
artist, or the period. It is a ubiquitous and highly flexible concept. Thus, while style is
essentially idiogyncratic, its idiosyncratic nature does ni preclude broad classifications

i .

enconvassing a high degree of generalization (ClassiCal, romantic, baroque). Style in this
broader sense is defined by its focus rather than by the breadth of its.ision or the range
of its concerns;., anti in., adopting the concept 'frOrn-criticism ,in literature and the arts the
study also. adoPted tl principle of definition by fcui. 'iiS o ..

?, A ,
Focus, then, defines the style, but carries with it no implication of narrowness or

exclusiveness, or of a lack of concern with other curriculum elements. Normally, of
course, a curriculum will contain all three elements; Sand will almost certainly pay some;:
attention to all of them. What distinguishes one style type from another is its selection
of one of these elements to provide the principal focus around which the curriculunl is
organized. °

While, the evidence of the case study schools. generally confirmed the viability of
. ' .t

e.basiC typology as a means of classifyingschool prograrni in social learning, it was
,

ie ,:lhaCthera were marked differences between programs classified together under,
, .

the same broad.stylistic type; and that the typology, if it was to be useful beyond the .

inmediate needs of the study, should take account of these within-style. variations.
MoreOver, it became clear that the classifidation of school programs according to their
basic style types had been principally concerned with certain structural components of
the curriculum itself; with what could be termed its formal focus. In.-analysing School

. :
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Table.5.1 A Classification of Curriculum Styles in. Social Education
radapted from Piper, 1979:92)-

ti

Type a Type b Type c
DEFINITIVE . INTERACTIVE' RESPONSIVE

(discipline-focused) (society- focused) (student-focused)

Type I
EXPOSITORY
(content-focused)

Type II
FUNCTIONAL
(process-focused)

Type III
SITUATIONAL
(cdtiteit-focused)

programs in social education ecame clear that as well as this structural or formal
:.: 'focus there was also a focus oncerned with the derivation or source of the curriculum,
.- wnich could be termed its generic focus: a concern with elements lying outside itself

which provided it with its justification and substance. Thus it was common for a
,

,,.., curriculuin or program to focus On-a school 'subject' or academic 'discipline' and to take
its justificationtnnd substance from the body of knowledge associated with that subject
or discipline. Alternatively, a curriculum could focus on the 'real' world, deriving its
justification:-and.subsiance from elements of that real world such as the soli or theet

-.

environment. itet again, a curriculum could take as its focus `ithec-learner,derivin its ,

., justification and substance from the needs and interests of `the individual student or
4roup of students.

It also became clear that this generic focus cut across the fAnral focus, providing :
another dimension within which curricula could be differentiated. These observations led
to the development of an extended typology which, postulated three further curriculum
styles - a Type a, or definitive style, with-its focus on the subject or the discipline,
a rype b, or interactive style, with its focus on the society; and a ,Type c, or is
responsive style, with its focus on the learner occurring within each of the basic'

. ..

. style types. The extended typology thus .identified nine speCific style types Classified
according to both their formal, or structural, focus and_their generic, or derivational,
focus (Table 5.1).

As might be expected, it was not uncommon to find some mixture of styles,.
.0`;...expecially where the unit of classification was the school's total program in social

eduCation. Some .of these 'mixtures' oCcUrrel essentially within one of the basic style...,
types; others occurred across the basic types, but within one of the generic types;- while



uthers involved mixtures swig both dimensions of the typologyc One way of approaching
the problems' of classification created by theie various mixtures was to set. up extra
categories in the, typology to accommodate them. Another approach involved classifying

programs 'in terms of the ispedific style types contributing to.' the:mixture'. While this
'created diffiCulties in practice when 'dealing with the whole school as the unit of

. "`

analysis, it had decided.advantages in the claSsification of program's where the individual
classroom was the unit of analysis.

The virtue of the typology as a means of classifying school programs in social
education lies in its simplicity, its flexibility, and its grounding ini:the actual practice of
the case study schools. Not surprisingly, as a result of the study, questions wert4iiised

about the-usefulness-of the typology -as an analytical and classificatory-device-fur areas
of the curriculum other than social education, and investigating its applicability.to the
English language curriculum was
study.

mportant consideration in the design of the present

Curriculum Style and English Language

It is tempting to begin our exploration of the applicability bf the concept of curriculum
style to the curriculum in English language with a consideration Of the changing ideas
about language and language learning discussed in Chapter 1. Certainly there are
parallels to be drawn between shifting models of language and language learning over the
past three decades and the style types as identified in the social education curriculum;
and these are mirrored in the differences between the old-style and new:-style curriculum

documentg as identified by Christie and Rothery4, too, John Carr's three categories
of textbooks/materials for English language stUdAggest tempting parallels with the
three basic style types as we have outlined them'above. In a recent paper on child
language development Frances Christie has summarized the relevant linguistic research
in a way which invites equally tempting comparisons:

One such body of research whichs,emanates from the United States has been
developed by, a group of psychologists and psycholinguists all more or less
methodologically indebted to Ctomsky, whose approach to linguisticOstudy has
tended to concentrate on the structure of language. A second area of research has
been develckmd by Halliday whose linguistic theory is primarily concerned with
language function. The third area has been deyeloped by a group of sociolinguists
mainly in the States whose interest is in examining language as a social
phenomenon, as a manifestation of participation in social relationships and
events. '(Christie, 1979:23)

While, such diversions are tempting, however, and wou4 doubt be interesting in
the lignt they might shed on 'the conflicting pressures beging down on the English
language curriculum, the strength of the concept of curriculum style and the typology
derived from it lies in their, -firm grounding in 'curriculum practiCe rather than in



curriculum theory. Moreover, one of the most immediately obvious features of most
teachers' discussion of their practice In the taped interviews collected during the present
study is the absence of any theoretical reference point; although we must take care not

-.to overlook the unconscious ideological and epistemological assumptions which determine
much of what teachers, do and how they perceive what they do, and the complicated
relationship these bear to the conflicting ideas and pressures impinging on their practice
from outside. Before going on to our consideration of practice, however, there are a
number of problems and issues related to the application of the typology to the English
language area-of the curriculum which it is important at this stage, if not to resolve, at
least to raise.

first of these prOblems concerns the boundaries of the study-and involves-a-
series of issues revolving around the initial difficultythat language is more than subject
English, and subject English is more than language. This in turn involves a consideration

of the role of literature in ,a ,study devoted to English language learning; the -role of

drama; and the role of what has come to be known as 'language across' the curriculum'.
The first of these issues, the role of literature in the study; is a difficult one to

resolve. English' as a discipline has always been somewhat schrzOphrenic (Wilson, 1964;
.Bullock, 1975). While it has:usually maintained that a relationship existed between its
literature . strana and its language, and, it has always been, careful also to maintain
distinction between them; and e the newer English syllabuses and guidelines may.
.have blurred this distinction with their increased emphasis on language, it is nevertheless

clear that something of it still remains. A similar problem occurs with drama. Where it
is seen as a separate subject- in the curriculum (as distinct from a component in the
literature strand of subject English) it seems to be taught in the Main by teachers from.
the English department and to be perceived as an elective within that department; and
wnile it is clearly relevant to language development, it is my impression that, at least in
the case study schools, its principal focus is literary and/or theatrical. In practice it has
been impossible to draw clear boundaries, as will have already been evident from the
first part of this report; and while the study has"triecrto keep its focus on language
learning, it has been necessary at times to accept the fact that in curriculum research
clear distinctions are not always possible.

A somewhat ..different problem is posed by 'language across the curriculum'. An
important part of the thrust of the new ideas on language and language learning
impinging on the school curriculum has revolved. mound the role of language in learning,

across all subjects, not simply reviving the mucti-earlier dictum that 'every teacher is a
teacher of English' but adding the perhaps more important insight that every teacher is a
teacher in English. Clearly this'is a thrust that the study' could not afford to ignore;
but clearly too the extent to which it has been possible to take it into account has been
limited by the resources available. In practice the study has focused its .attention



principally on teacherof: subject English less by design than by necessity; although
wtere schools have had a 'language across the curriculum' policy in .operation this has
been an important target o,f the investigation. Such, instances however Are regrettably
rare; perhaps surprisingly so given the currency the concept has had in educational

.thinking over the past decade or more

Another set alf problems is raised by the terminology used in the typology to
identify:style eyiier While it seemed at the time of writing up the earlier study that
terms like 'interactive functional' communicated the essence of the style type more
tffectiveli than the rather clinical' 'Type II b', it has become apparent in subsequent
discussion that many of the terms chosen to the: style types tiave different
connotations for different people, and in some cases have acted as a barrier to
communication. GiVen this eXperience, plus the fact that terms like 'functional' and

'situational' have special linguistic connotations not altogether compatible with their
intended meaningS'ih the typology, it seems wise for the time being at least to abandon
the terminology and to rely on the numerical and alphabetical classifications as defined
by focus. 4;

These however are largely operational problenis, matters Of' procedure rather than
conceptualization. More important are a series of issues arising from the nature of
'English langdage learning, and in particular from an important distinction to be drawn
between the nature of English language as a subject of 'study, and the nature of the,
subjects commonly found in the;.sOcial area of thecurriculum, whfth.provided the basis
on which the typology of curriculum style was developed.

The latter have traditionally been defined in terms of- e-body of content (the
FrenchRevolution, Urbanization, Unemployment), which implies a body of knowledge to

oe acquired, whereas English language has traditionally been defined in terms of
processes (sentence construction, paragraphing) which imply a set of skills to be acquired

or developeci.' Thus. while it Was relatively straightforward in the social area of the
curriculum to distinguish between style typds, on the basis of the relative emphasis
placed on the acquisition of knowledge (how much history has the student learned?) and

on the development of skills (how well has the student developed the skills of the"
, historian?) it would appear to be a good deal more difficult to apply such,a"distinction to

the English Janguage curriculum.

While the problem may well be more semantic than conceptual, it requires a good

deal more teasing out of our definitions of style type than appeared to be necessary in

the earlier study, and in particular a good deal clearer understanding of what we mean by

'content' and what we mean by 'process; and, for that matter, what we mean by'skills'.

Is there, for example, a way of viewing skills as content which is different, in some
substantive way, from a way of viewing skills as process? 'Certainly some: such
distinction would seem to be ,implied in some of the newer English curriculum
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documents. In their analysis of the New South Wales curriculum documents, for
:- example, Christie and othery refer to r'

,

:;. ''' A ' .*
I.!

1-

' :'.11 conception of glish, not as a body of knowledge, but as a set of language skills .:,
- talking, listeniri Telding and writing. AChilstie and Rothery, 1979:219) ;.,..,'

..;
.and, a little later, toi ..:

,

r '.
an emphasis on Eng sh as active pursuit or process, so that developing competence,,,.

ris to be measured i ability to do things (e.g. 'ability, to write to a purpose', or
'ability to read effic ntly') (op. cit.:221)

.: ,-;.:'. t
This would not seem to be too far remoked from the distinction Bruner draws in

relation to the curriculum i science: .

The schoolboy learnin physics is a physicist, and it is easier for him to learn
physics behaving like physicist than doing something else. The 'something else' '
usually involves the ta k of mastering what came to be called at Woods 'Hole a
'middle language' c ssroom discussions and textbooks that talk about the
conclusions in a field o intellectual inquiry rather than centering upon the inquiry
itself. (Bruner, 1960:14)

and, elsewhere, more generally ;

In none of what we have scribed thus far is there, anything like memorization or .

performing a particular repertory . . . Rather, what seems tote at' work .in,a- good
problem-solving 'performance' is some underlying competence in using the
operations of physics or whatever, and the performance that emerges from this

.-. .competence may never be the same on any two occasions. -What is learnt is
. competence, not partictfiar performances. (Bruner, 1974:126-7)

.. ,.

The reference to inquiry raises another interesting point in relation to style type

differences in social education. Tlie process of inquiry is nbt only a process to be learned
,;

(the' inquiry method); itis also a froceSS:et:leatning, a process whereby knowledge is
'7acquired;:vand moreover,wac4he'argument &es, the 'knowledge gained-through inquiry is

.
<

bOth more meaningful and more memorable because it has been generated by the student

rather than by the teacher. The' distinction between a Type I, or content-focused, -style

and a Type II, or process-focused, Style is thus not so much in the importance they attach
to knowledge as an' outcome of leaning as in the way in which that knowledge is

r -
I

acquired.

. This suggests that in looking for style type differences we might do well to look
- 1

closely at assumptions about, the nature of learning, as well.- as at the more overt
realizations of theSe assumptions in curriculum practice. To put it another way, the
crucial distinction may be not so much the traditional one between process and product,

as between' a view of learning which distinguishes between the two and a view of learning

Bch sees them as indistinguishable. Perhaps it is a similar point that Christie and
Rothery are making when they comment; in their critique of the new wave of English

Curriculum documents, that



.,

It is a possible measure of uncertainty about directions in English teaching that the
two terniw'skill'..and 'art' are used variously, sometimes within the same State. It is
surely important to clarify whether we 'do see our language activities as concerned
with skills or arts, for the implications for our own teaching practices are
considerable. The one implies some kind of expertise to be acquired and practised,

\, the other suggests the development of inner capacities or potential. (Christie and
Rothery, 1979:203) ,

What then are the implications of this for the problem with which we started, the
. *

appli6ibilitY of the basic typology to the English language curriculum? What might be
mean 1;Y'a iiie, of'langtiage as 'content'? To start with, it might adopt,a stiucturai view

- r '
of Ian ge, and see language learning principally. in, teems of the mastery'ef structures

\and the_rules governing those structures. In linguistic-terms,dt_rnight he_ a_good_deal____
; -

more concerned with the syntactic aspects of language than with the semantic aspects.
\ 'This is not to suggest that the semantic aspects would be ignored, but rather that they

would be subordinated to the ',Principal task of mastering the mechanics of language. .

John 'Ca4's analysis of the vieviof language underlying the traditional language skills'
textbook \quoted in Chapter 1 Tilight be seen as exemplifying a view of language. as
'content'. ...'7 .

view of language as 'process', on the other hand, might adopt an operational view-
\ .

\
, of language, and see language learning principally in terms of meaning, and purpose. In

linguistic terms, it might be a 'gOod deal more concerned with the semantic aspects of-..

language than with., the syntaCtic aspects. Again this is not to suggest that
syntactic/strUctural elements -Would be ignored, but rather that they :would be:

. . ;
subordinated to the principal task of meaning-making; that they would be seen.as means
to an enti, rather than as ends in themselves. James Britton might be seen as
'exemplifying 'E,

\

view of language as 'process' when he writes:

Putting this at its simplest, what children use language for in school must be .

'operations' and not 'dummy runs'. They must continue to use it to make sense of
the world:\ they must practise langUage in the sense in which a doctor 'practises'
medicine and a lawyer 'practises' law,. and not in the sense in which a juggler.
'practises' a new trick before he performs it. This way of working does not make
difficult things easy: what it does is make them worth the struggle. It is, of:
course, subject to a good deal of criticism: it has been called 'language learning by
osmosis', or \'learning by soaking' and the like. Teachers need to defend themselves A
against such, criticism in, two ways: in theory, by insisting that learning is an e
evolutionary Iprocesg in which the fullest possible development at any stage is the
best preparation for ensuing stages; and in practice... by ensuring as far as they
can that the ',operations undertaken by their pupils offer genuine challenges, and
result in the extension and deepening of their experience. (Britton, 1970:130)

It is of course possible to view language as, having both structure and process and to

move systematically, or more likely Somewhat uneasily, between the two, and there is
evidence from the data already presented that a good many teachers find themselves,
consciously or unconsciously, in this position.. It is evident too that for many of them



this.creates a tension in their practice, a tension which they frequently fail to resolve to
their -own satisfaction.

Where, then does this leave us in relation to the typology of curriculum style and
its applicability to the curriculum in Epglish language? While it would be premature to
leap in too hastily on the basis of thq "pilielY:theoretical exploration undertaken so far,
there' is at least some prima facie evidence to suggest that the typology could provide

;a iiiable means of classifying curricula in English language education and a usefUl device
for analysing them. The reader will no doull have noted that Our-analysis to date has
said nothing of the Type III, or context-focused, style. Is there a view of language as
'context', or. more sensibly language 'in context; which is different in some substantive
way to the two views identified above? We will put aside this question for the moment,
btft return to it later in the chapter. 'First we will take a detailed look at the language
programs in subject English of, two, schools which have been classified on the basis of the
study as exhibitia Type I and Type II style respectively. It should be emphasized that
these .,classifications are based on actual' practices in the case study schools themselves,

..
not on the more theoretical' positions explored above; and it is on its applicability to
actual practice that theviability of the typology as a device for classifying curricula in
English language must stand fall.

Language as Content: A Type I Style (Case Study.1)
. .

Our first case study is the language program in subject English in a relatively new
(opened 1973) high school in Melbourne's expanding outer eastern suburbs. The area from
which the scliool drawsitsstudentsis predominantly upper working class/lower middle
class,, and the school a substantial number of students from migrant backgrounds.
The language progra 'n subject English has two basic aims: firstly to ensure the
acquisition of basic lit acy skills by all students, and secondly to 'extend the student
beyond basic literacy skilii,and develop more abstract skills.'

-.-
. ,.,,,-.-t

The balance between these two types of aims wilt alter according to the level at"
which the subject is being taught. 111 years 7 and 8 the emphasis should be odthe

-4icquisition of basic skills with some extension beyond these. Extension of -basic
sk!lls stiould receive progressive emphasis in years 9 and 10 and become alrnssi the
entire focus by years 11-and 12. ,

,

remedial withdrawal program in Years 7 and 8 assists in the achievement of
. ,

ectives. I

- -

'core activities' to be pursued achieving these aims in Years 7 to 10 are, in t

*ative writing ('a big emphasis Elhis')
exercises: spelling, vocabulary building

ammar exercises 'aimed at giving each child mastery of specified grammar

60



again a big emphasis on this' ,

comprehension exercises ..
- a stuilyin detail of the set, novels: h.

While, there art clearly differences in the Way. these requiren1ents are
y different teachets, it does appear that they are largely folloWed by the English

department, although not without some doubts. The school is highly conscious of the
p

\ fOrmance of its student; at the external Higher School Certificate examination in
\Year 12 and, despite the fact that, only about 20 per gent of students actually go on-to.

att\ mpt this hurdle, much of what is done in the junior secondary curriculum reflects
thi concern. Teachers see -it -as a-major -responsibility-of-the juniotseconliarY-achool to--

.
ens re that those who do go on are properly equipped to do so, and they -are' aware that
both parents and the wider community ',Will judge their performance largely on this
criterion.

Language as Process: 'A Type II Style (Case Study 2)'

Our se ond case study is the language program in subject English in a high schbol in the
-,

southe suburbs of. Canberra. The school drawssits studenti .fitem a wide socio-economic
., .,.

spectru and, as with other high schools in the Australian Capital .Territotly, caters for' -;
studenta in school Years ? to 10, with students moving onto separate benior colleges for
Years:ii and 12. The lingUaga'PrOgram in subject English in our Type. II Case study
school has - evolved over a number of years in an effort to provide .a curriculum more
genuinely appropriate to the varied needs and interests of the student.; than was seen to
be offer by more traditional approachei, and it is still evolving, partly as a result of
ongoing eValUation of program. elements by both students and staff, partly as a result of
changes o staff, bringing: with them new perspectives, new idgas, and new areas; of
interest. .,

Perhaps the most distinctive feature of the program is its organization into
semester units offering a variety of course options. Students choose one from among, six
or seven units offered each semester," each taken by a different member of the English

.

faculty. VW e there is some counselling of students on their selection of appropriate
. .

units, there no compulsion. Course units are framed partly
.
on the basis of 'identified

I. .needs, partly \on particular staff interests, and are. organized around themes (e.g.
Alive!; Discovering the Australian Character), genre (e.g. Science Fiction;

Poetry Of po km Music), idenfified needs (e.g. Everyday English; Developing
. , .

Confid ee in English), or learning preferences (e.g. Widening Your Horizons;

')Diggin e eper; both of which offer a more traditional English literature cqrriculuni).,
thamajor emphasis in the program is clearly on providing for a diversity of

and AireSts; continuity Is provided by a- shared emphasis on the four language
J

'skills' of retikaing writing, listening, .and speaking ('whatever choice they make they're.
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still having English'); a belief in language development as an active pursuit,
learned in use; and certain common elements, the most important of which are journal
.writing, planned assignments, and the reading period. A part of each 75 minute period

' usually the first 10 or 15 minutes is set aside 'for student writing in their private
journal. While this writing may be shared with-the'-teacher, with parents, or with peers,
there is no compulsion to do so. Apart from checking that the is' being done,

teachers do not read or assess the writing in the journal unless invited to do so by the .

student. Each student is also, expected to prepare two or,three major assignments per
semester, usually on a novel or collection of short stories. Common assignment sheets

-.providing for both individual and _grOup work have been prepared lor____each_ year _level,
.

although the individual teacher is at, liberty to substitifie or vary these as he/she sees
,

fit. Usually one period per week is set aside as a private reading period, usually given
over to reacling. related to the semester unit', but sometimes used to encourage

9

interest-based reading,.
While the school - is'. not 'subject to the downward pressure of an.: external

examination, teache are' co pols- of the expeCfiitions of the senior colleges and
edneerneckabout t = rthae of their students who move on to them.
Assess ent .Noceilty award, of a school certificate at the Year 10

' levelo although .sell by some teachers as hampering the proper
. '

j mplem e n ta t i oh, ,

r
4- .7

e Hav
.1 kr 4

- .

Type III Style?
r

, , ' . .4 : . l
Tim iate we have Said little of the, third basic style type identified in the earlier study:_ .a
Type III, or .context -focus,ed Atyle.' Context of course has always had a part in English
language study: Thematic tipproaches are in part at attempt to provide a meaningful
context for language learning,, and literature has long provided a context for language
study even in traditional programs; although it is worth noting that some more .recent
approaches have taken the idea of language in the context of literature a good deai
further: In all of 'these programs however context seems more related to the source of
the material used in language learning than to the way in which the learning takes place.

It es(an element in the total program rather than the foctis for the-program.
:ryffieitilyi the major, focus of such programs 'is likely to be the content or the process of .

:the learn. ing, or perhaps a mixture of the two We return/to the question raised earlier,,in
. _

our "discussion: Is there ,a view of language. as-'context', or more sensibly language 'in

d
',context', which is different in some substantive way to the two views already ideritified?
Two programs from the :case study schools deserve serious consideration as candidates
for such a elassification.



Language Across the Curriculum (Case Study 3)
.r .

Language across the curriculum is an obvious dandidate fOr cOnsideration as a
context-focused program; and while it seems to be more enshrined in policy than
in piactice in .most schools, we do have .a case study school that has made..,

°considerable efforts to'fi'Euislate policy into action 6

Our thirti. case study is a large high school in Sydney's western suburbs._ It is
situed in a predominantly working-class area, and a sizeable proportion of its
students'are from migrant bagicgrounds. The school has a number of interesting
language programs in operation, but _for_ the_ moment _we _are .coneerned with - its -
efforts to implement a language across the curriculum pot*. The program is
directed by a broadly-based :committee- chaired by a member of the science
faculty, which may in part account for its acceptande. The committee puts out a
monthly Language Bulletin which, as well as providing summary discussion of issues
related to the role of language in learning across the curriculum, highlights a
'language objective for the month'. While the committee members acre the first to.
admit that their, success has been limited, they believe they are making some

,eadway.

2 Language in a Multicultural Context (Case Study 4)

Our fourth case study is a medium-sized high school in Sydney's inner city area. It
is situated in'a working class aka, with 'a 'very tette intake: of students from
migrant backgrounds (in the words of a recent school magazine, 'try to spot the
Aussie').. The school runs language programs in subject English, English as a Second
Language, Initial Migrant English and Remedial Reading, and, has initiated a
reading-across-the curriculum program with varying degrees ofluccess across the
subject departments. Of particular interest here is the school's efforts to integrate
these programs. to permit maximum flexibility in catering for the individual needs

4,

of students, and in particular the development of parallel courses in subject English
and English as a Second Language to allow flexibility of movement from one to the
other, demonstrating a degree of co-operation and hard-won consensus that would.
appear to.be relatively rare.

Clearly both of these,prOgrams have a claim for consideration as a context-focused
style. Certainly the Langnage Across the Curriculum pro,gram of Case Study .3 is

context- related;. and the multi-strand language program of Case Study 4 is certainly
context-sensitive. But is this the same thing as saying they are cOnteitifOcisedf Should
we perhaps be seeing the focus of the Language Acro e Curriculum program less as a
concern with the context of the disciplines and more a concern with the role of
langiqige in learning, seeing it perhaps more approphastel as a specific style type within
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A

the broad category oftype II, or process-focused styles? Should we perhaps be seeingit
as a program at all, 09ts own right;l4ther than at V.lingulige policy, related to a variety
of programs in which it is differentiy implemented? Similarly with the rulti-strand
language program of Case StUdy 4.' Is its sensitivity to context more appropriately.seen 3
as a response to student needs, and should, perf.laps be more eerie reed with the
Specific style characteristics of the component rograms? Such tan -*pro . would lead
to a Mixed style classification, and it is diffic to escape the conclusion' that such'a ....classification would be more appropriate.

. We return to. our earlier question: Is there a view of language as 'context', or.
language-yin- context', which- is different -in some "substantiVe way to the two views
already identified and would justify classification as a distinctive style type?' So far as
the schoola included in the present study are goncerned, our answo.to this question must
remain unresolved. Luckily however we do have another source of data to which we can
turn in our quest for an answer, namply the Curriculurh Development Centre's Language

Development Project, .briefly.described in Chapter 1.' Our* mit case study summary
moves outside the schools involved in the study to look briefly at one of the eight
projects which go to make up the national Language Development Pr feet.

, .

The.CDC/ACT Language Development Project (Case Study 5)

The, CDC/ACT Language Development Project, is concerned with the promotion ,of
children's oral language capacities in school Years 5 to 8: By combining a set of
concepts derived:from .soeio-lingujatie theory with the view: of language and language
learning emanating from Phre I of the Language Development Project,.the CrIO/ACT
team has deVeloped a 'model of oral language learning which has guided its experimental
and, developmental work in schools: The central, feature of this model is a view .6f

. .

language. developmen1,-Which sees language. as a part of groWthi learned in interaction
with4bothersritinguage "competeneeas the ability to use language in a variety of contexts
for a variety.. of purposes; and successful language teaching as, the provis,on of-Creative
learning situations in which children can use language in Variety of contexts for a

;;variety of purposes. This model is summarized in Figure 5.1. .

Of particular importance to our purposes here iS the strong.'emphtsis the Model
places on social interaction: ...:,
, . .. 1. ..

The view of child language development suggests ..that 1angila0 js ,learned in
interaction with others to serve ;important needs social needs,'Perional needs,
learning. needi. (Flynn andoSavage, 1980a:2)

and on context:

Using language successfully involves effective use of language in .relation to
different contexts and purposes. That is, it involves respondineto the demands and
needs of a given context-by using language' appropriate to the context. (loc. cit.)



The Implications of this for practice are That

_The teacher's role is (i) to understind the nature' of language variety apti (ii) in the
flight of that knowledge to create a variety of Situations through which to foster
talking and listening (op. cit.:3)

,

These emphases would suggest .that the CDC/ACT Language Development'

Project we have a view Of language which, whilel owes a good deal to the growth
model, differs from it in a substantive way, and that difference lies principally in the

. . .

central role it gives to context. Context is of course an important concern of, the growth
model. What the 61)4CT Langiiiiie Development Project 'model has done is to shift it
to centre stage; and if it is recill}ed that,our definition of style type is based o focus
rather than on the range or numbie,t ofcomponent elements, we are I-belieVe juseied in

_ answering_ourrquestion. in the affirmative. Yes, we do- hese:_i a Type, Ail,,
context-focUsed, style, at least in theory; and while that style Inaq, not 't be
widespread in school practice; it does have its reflection in ithe-praqice of the pr 'eet's
teacher network, as Will.be demonstrated in the profile 'comparitaris to be examine4,in

the next chapter.

tth



CHAPTER:6'7

STYLE TYPE AND LANGUAGE LEARNING

In the, previous chapter we identified three programs as exemplifying basic styla*pe
differences in their approach to, the English language curriculum in the junior secondary
school: the language program in subject English in. Case Study SPehool 1; which was
kdentified as exemplifying a Type I, or content-focused, style; the language program id
subject English in Case Study School 2, which was identified as exemplifying a Type II, or
process-focused style; and the CDC/ACT Language -Development Project,: which was

.identified as exemplifying a Type III, or context-focused, style. In this chapter we will
be comparing_ teacher '.and_student perceptionsof__curriculum_i'mPhases. in these -three
programs for the light they may throw on *le-.type :characteristics and the

... appropriateness of thlypology as a device forelersifying English language curricula.
It wo a course be fOoiish to geneTalize on the basis of Individual case stUdies;

particular:1Y 44; some einren41",,. Program in any school -.indeed any classrooM -
4rare bound to : ,`Net ertheless, it ,is rth emphasizing that the case

niPlify style types were eh n only after the exploratory
ligation .14Atie/ erograrnn in English language in 25 case stutly schools.. across

d.TerritOrie4and the detailed,investigation of the programs in eight of
andand= can therefore lay some claim to representing typical piogram

7""'s " ° .,
es, in current practice: WhaV,W,e-are seekirig,in this chapter is not generalizations,

ing:hypothises based on a good deal of investigation and evidence related to
in thCaie". study aeipols.: Provided this is kept in mind, there is much tb, be

arnekfrom a closer inspection of stylelspe ouffetences as they are exemplified in our
a.

study programs.
4

studies

in

The Basic Styles

The relevant data on profile comparisons of perceptions of curriculum emphases lethe
ideal, the planned, and the operativt curriculum in our three, sample programs are
summarized.,in Table 6.1. It is clear from theie data that style .type differences are
pereeilded '14.4tilih. teachers and students, and are evident in perceptions of the ideal
curriculum as 'well as in perceptions. of the planned and the operative c,urriculu
suggesting that such differences are more than just differences in practied and involve
differing perceptions of goals and values alao.

Curiously, student differences are more apparent
.

curriculum than in perceptions of the operative curriculum,
(r =:0.18, r = 0.50 respectively), although ;ip level of

8..
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in perceptions of the ideal
at least in relative emphasis

entialisis (D = 1.97, p = 2.28
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Table'6.1 Summari of Profil,,Cmparison Data for...Three English Language
Programs Identified as Exemplifying Basic'Style Type Differences

-r

I/II %1/III

Teachers Ideal
Students /'

0.17

0.18
-0.55 ' 0.25

Teachers Planned '0.10 -0.61 0.17
Teachers Operative 0.13 -0.54 0.12
Studehts Operative 0.50 -

D

Illt TAW Ii" /III
41 3.06 3.60 2.26

- -
3.47 3.75 '2.71
3.41 3.74 2.84
2.28 - -

res6 pectively). Teacher differences, on the other hand, are more apparent in the planned
and the operative curriculum than the ideal, which is more in line with what we might
expect, at least on the basis of the earlier study (Piper, 1979:70), although not markedly
so.. As we have argued previously, however, it is differences in pefceptions of thes. .

operative curriculum that are of most relevance to a concept of curriculum style based
on actual practice, and it is on these differences that we will be focusing our attention
this chapter, beginning with the perceptions of teachers in our three case study pFogrims
(Figure 6.1). . .:

Teachers of ,subject English in Cilae,:-Study.Sehoor 1; represented in Figtir4t.:63>y
the unbroken line,and identified as exemplifying a Tyiib I, or Content-tOcused,_Atyle,aee::
their operatIve2 -language program 'as placing its greatest erlii#C direr

,.,...:

comprehension; in*isivekpeding,- formal essay writing, composition exereises;
slightly lesser extent, grammar, with little or no emphasis on, remedi

mi'
interviewing, language variety, and drama and role-play, and only minor em ,Ifq...1..,small group discussion and listening The writing program given its 't,'"-
emphasis quite clearly to formal essay writing, with some emphasirn narrative wri
and personal writing, and least emphasis on report writing and ed?ting. MechegiCS play
an important part in the program-in-praCtice, particularly coriiposition° exercises and
grammar. The reading program has a heavy emphasis on reading comprehension and the
intensive reading of set books, with some imphasis on extensive and interest-based

Ettreading, and little or no emphasis, on remedial reading. The prb in oral liinguageThew

gives some emphasis to public speaking, relatively minor emp is. to small group
discussion and listening comprehension, and little or no emphasis to clitriti and role-play,

.
emphasis

interviewing, or language variety.

-The language program in subject English in Case Study School 2, represented in
Figure 6.1 by the broken line and identified as exemplifying a Type II, or

process-focused, style, is cleatty seen by its teachers as placing its greatest emphasis, on
personal writing, with some emphasis on _narrative writing, editing, intensive,. extensive,'
and interest-based reading, and small group 'disc.ussion, and little or no'emphasis on

69



grammar, composition exercises, public speaking,. and langUage variety. The writing

program gives its major emphasis quite clearly to personal writing, with some' emphasis

on narrative writing and editing, and least emphasis on report. writing and formal essay

writing.- Mechanics play the least important role of our four categories in the operativ '

aurricidUni as 'it is perceived by Our ,Type. u case study teachers, with grammar an
Composition exercises receiving little or no emphasis, and apellifig only minor. emphasis. -:

The reading program gives its-major emphasis to intensive reading and interest-based

reading, with slightly less emphasis on extensive spading and least on remedial reading
and reading comprehension. The program in, oral language gives some emphasis to small

group discussion arid somewhat lesS to drittna-and role-play, with little or no emphasis on
?

public speaking and language variety, atifkbnlY,: minor emphasis on interviewing and

listening comprehension: - .' :"ZI.Y. ' ' ': '' ---,-,-- - , - --.,.. .. - , .,: ;_-.
a

The ACT/LDP teachera.iejireieniiii iii .tigUre*1 iii:tiii,-MktiTii.:04,441:itiNif.
as exemplifying a Type III, or context-focused, style, see editing, report
group discussion, interviewing, and language variety as receiving.most emphasis in their

program-in-practice. They see the mechanics of language, particularly composition

exercises, intensive reading, and reading comprehension as receiving, the least emphasis.

Their operative curriculUm in writing places its major emphasis on editing and report

Writing, with formal essay writhAjfgonsfirriting, and narrative writing all receiving.

some emphasis. Mechanics receive the least overall emphasis of any of our four,
1

categories, with compoitiori:exbreises receiving the least emphasis. The reading,
program is seen as emphasizing interest -based reading and'eXtensive reading, with some

emphasis on remedial reading and least on intensive reading and reading comprehension.

Oral language is strongly emphasized, with small group discussion, interviewing, and

language variety receiving., the strongest emphasis, and listening comprehension and

drama and role-play the least, although both are seen as receiving some emphasis in the..
,..,

program-in-practice.
a

.4
x

It is clear that there are marked differences in teacher perceptiont of the

--OPerative language programs in subject English in94Our two case study schools both in

rOilitive emphasis and in leilel of emphasis, as indicated by ye low correla n"c

coefficient (r = 0.13) and the very large distance measure (D = 3.41). . Differen es

between the two school profiles are most marked in the comparative emphasis given to
.p-

formal essay writing, the mechanics of language; in particular graqaker and

comprehension' exercises, and reading, comprehension. These are also clear difference's,
, "

e
although note quite so marked, in the comparative emphasis given to personal writing,

intensive reading, remedial reading, small group, discussion, drama and 'role-play, and

public speaking. The 'comparison suggests that a Type I style is most r adily

distinguished from a Type II style by its greater emphasis on formal essay wr ting,

mechanies 1,,1nalinsive reading, readinpcomprehension, and public speaking; and its esser



.ais personal writing, remedial reading, small group discusOltyn' and dram] and
101 _

,

cOme---to, compare perceptions. Of the operatieUriputiIiirit: in,Enklish
language,. -teachers attached to the CDC/ACT Language DOelopineat projeOtWittiAt,-
those of teachers in Case Study School 4,, it viillppe immediately otii*tsInet.perceived
differences are considerably greater than they viotrWor:.our Type I/Typer.I Comparison,
both in relative. emphasis and in level .oeffripbaSis, --as indicated by the negative
correlation (r = -0.54) and the very large distance measure (D = 3.74), Differences
between the two profiles are most marked In the comparative emphasis given to report

,,,,...-3yrAtings44iting, grammar, composition exercisess.Intensive reading, remedial reading;
reading Comprehension, 'and oral language in general 'particularly small group discussion,

and rOliel;f0wAnterviewing, and language variety. There are also clear
differences, althouhot so marked, in the comparative emphasis given to formal essay
writing, 'spelling, and interest-based reading. The comparison suggests that a Type I
style is most readily distinguished from a Type III style by its greater emphasis on formal
essay writing, the mechanics of language, intensive reading, and reading comprehension;
and its lesser emphasis on report writing, editing, interest-based reading, remedial
reading, and oral language in general, particularly small group discussions interviewing,'
and language variety.

When perceptions of the operative curriculum in English language of teachers
attached to the CDC/ACT Language Development Project are, comparesd with those of
teachers from Case Study School 2;, the differences between the two profiles, while not
so marked as they were in our Type I/Type III comparison, are nevertheless 'Clearly
evident, as indicated by the low correlation (r = 0.12) and relatively large distance
measure (D = 2.84). Differences are most marked in the comparative emphasis given to
report writing, editing, grammar, intensive reading, public speaking, interviewing, and
language variety. There are also clear differences, although not so rriarked, in the

e-comparative mpfiliM-'-given to personal writing, composition exercises, small grOup
discussion, and listening comprehension. This comparison suggests that a Type II Atyle is
most readily distinguish from a Type III styl its greater emphasis on personal
writing and intensive reading; ancii,its lesser emp.. on report writing, formal essay:
writing, editing, grammar and composition exe'rctieS, and oral language in g
particularly public speaking, interviewing, and language variety.

When we turn toistudent perceptions of the operative ',curriculum in In i%ti
.language,- (Figure 6.2) wareare unfortunately limited to prograrria",,in our two case study
schools, Sinep:it was not possible to obtain student perceptions'of programs taught by Our
ACT/LDP teacher sample, OUr stile type from the student perspeetive is. .

therefore limited to a comparison 'between a Type I, or content-focused,atyle an a Type
II, or process-focused, style:
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Student perceptions of the operative curriculum in English language in Case Study B
School 1, represented in Figure 6.2 by the unbroken line and identified as exemplifying a
Type I, or content-focused, style refleCt similar emphases to those perceived by their
teachers. Students see the major emphasis-1-41,111e program-in-practice as being on
intensive reading, reading comprehension, formal essay writing, and, grammar. Least
emphasis is perceived as being given to drama and role -play, interviewing, interest-based
reading,' and language variety. They see the writing program as, emphasizing formal
essay writing, with some emphasis on narrative and report writing, and least emphasis on
personal writing and editing. Mechanics are seen as strongly emphasized, 'with most
emphasis on grammar. The reading program is perceived as strongly focused on intensive
reading and readinieomprehension, with little or no emphasis-on extensive reading and
interest-based reading, and only minor emphasis on remedial reading. Oral language is
seen as receiving relatively little overd emphasis, with minor emphasis on listening

'comprehension, small group discussion, and public speaking, but little or no emphasis on
*ram and role-play, interviewing, or language variety:

° Student peroeptioietthe operative curridulumin English language in Case Study
School 2, represented in re 6.2 by the broken line and identified as exemplifying a
Type tr, or process-focused, style, differ in some important respects from those of their
teachers.

Students see the major emphases of the operative curriculum as .being on formal "'

essay writing,, report Writing, and small group discussion, with emphasis on
narrative writing, conipkition exercises, intensive reading, extenW reading, and
reading comprehension. Least emphasis is perceived as being given to grammar, public

(-speaking, intervieWing, and language variety. Students see the writing program as
emphasizing formal essay writing and report writing, with some emphasis on narrative

1 ast emphasii on personal writing and editing. They see the mechanics of
writing Es, iteceing relatively minor attention in the program, with some emphasis on.
composition exercises, somewhat less on spelling, and relatively little on grammar. The
reading program is '=perceived by students as placing, its strongest emphasis on intensive
reading, with some emphasis on reading comprehension and extensive 'reading and
somewhat less on interest-based reading and remedial reading. Oral language is seen as
receiving relatively little emphasis with the exception of small group ,d0 ion, with
interviewing, public speaking, and language variety recgiving.the least emPla.

When we come to compare student'perceptions of the twO programs--We note that
differences are less marked than they were with teachers, particularly ,jr1 relative
emphasis (r = 0.50), but? also ,Wlexel of emphasis (D = 2.28). The evidence of our analysis.

to date would suggest that this is more due to differences between teachers and students
in our Type II case ktviiis, program in theitt pepeptions of the operative curriculutn than

%NO
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to differences between teachers and students in our. Type I case study program, although

as we shall see these latter `differences have also contributed. , , J-_, , ">, 4-

Differences betWeed the two student profiles are most marked in the comparative

emphasis given to grammar, spelling, intensive reading, reading comprehension, and

small group discussion. There are also clear differences, although not quite so marked,

in -the comparative emphasiS given to, report writing, composition exercises,' extensive

reading, interest based reading, and drama and role-play. The student comparison Would.

suggest that a Type I style is most readily distinguished from a_Type II style by its
, . . , .

greater emphasis on 'the mechanics of language, intensive reading, and reading...

comprehension; and its lesser emphasis' on report writing, extensive- reading,

interest-based reading, small group discussion, and drama and role-play. ,

While there are clear areas of agreement in the two sets of perceptions, there dire
also some important Teas of apparent disagreement...Thereis clear- evidence from both

tareher and student perceptions that a Type I style places greater emphasis on the
mechanics of language, intensive reading, and reading comprehension; and that-a Type II

!,style places greater emphasis on small g p discussion and,drama and role-play: there- '

are two further items in which percepti tis of a greater emphasis on interest -based

reading and'.remedial reading in the Type program 'are supported by both sets of data,

but not to the same degree. On five items - report writing, formal essay writing,
personal writing, extensive reading, and public speaking - teacher and student
perceptions are in conflict.

The disagreement on two of these items - extensive reading and public speaking -'

seems mainly to revolve around differences in the.,perceptions of teachers and students

in our Type I case study Program. There is reasonable. agreement hgtween Type. II

teachers and students that extensive Leading receives some emphasis in 'the Type II
operative curriculum in English language. A similar perception on the part of Type, I

,
teachers, however, is not supported by Type I students, who

i, see-extensive reading as

having little or no emphasis in the Type I program. On balance then, it would seem

reasonable to conclude that extensive reading receives some emphasis in the Type II

program, but perceptions of a similar emphasis in the Type I program are rather more

open to question.
Similarly, while there are differences between teachers and students on the level

of emphasis on public speaking in the Type II case study program, they are agreed that it

does not play a very i,mportant part in the oyerall English language curriculum. Teacher

percepticislf.'' some emphasis on public speaking in the Type I Program, on the other

,hand, are not suported in the perceptions of students; so that, on balance, it 'would seem-

reasonable to conclude that public speaking receives little emphasis in the 41fype II
.

program, and that perceptions of. its emphasis in the Type I program are open to'some

doubt.
.;\
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t rbblem 'iterns,Aon the other hand, all revolve around
tween tta ers. and 4udents in their perceptions of curriculum emphases

*ki't. prograM in Type it ease study school. Tile is reasonable agreement
hetw. tfers, and students` that folhal essay writing receives-the major emphasis in
our Ty. 'gram, and that permits, writing and report writing receive somewhat less
empha' e....problemlieS with teacher, perception( of .aMajor eMphisia in the Type II
progra sonal writing; '"with only minor emphasis 7n report writing -and formal

ay writ .g, which conflicts with student perceptidns of a major emphasis on' formal
y writing and report writing) with only a minor emphasis on personal writing, in the

same prograrn.
t
Luckily there is eviderthain the doeurnetary and interview data to suggest at-least

a partial explanation, and it revolves around the role played in the curriculum by the
common elements of journal writing-and prepared assignments. Whip.journal writing is.
seen as a key element in the program, by teachers and is no doubt central to their.'
perception of a major emphasis on personal writing, it is clear from the class interviews_

'that for many studentS it is not seen as important because it is not assessed. Similarly,
the importance attached to the prepared assignments in student 'assessment may well
accoimt, at least in part,- for the greater perceived emphasis on report writing and
formal essay writing by students. Inter tingly a limner discrepancy in teacher and
student perceptions of ,the operative cur culum in Type II schools also occurred in the
earlier study on social education.' The data from that study also suggested that some of
the discrepancy appeared to be assessment related, and thattteachers experienced some
diffieu(ty in distinguishing between process and content, particularly in their assessment
procedqes (Piper, 1979:68-69). There is, however, clear evidence in both teacher and

,studentipiterview Arita, and in classroom 'observation of lessons by the researcher, of the

imptirtant role played by journal Writing in the program in practice,: despite its lack of
any 'di role in student assessment; and while it may be true that teachers have
underestimated .theimportance attached to formal essay writing and report writing in
their actual 'program in prdetice by virtue of a mismatch between their assessment
procedures and their intended program emphases, it seems even more clear that students
have underestimatgd.the ernPbasis on personal writing in tlite program y interpreting

.

assessment prioittie..s 'ils7prograrri priorities. On balance then it seems asbnable to
,

conclude that ourlypeItilepira places its major emphasis on formal essay writing, with
,16

somewhat less emphasiis Okikelison&d writing;, and that our Type II program 'places its
- t

major emphasis on pers401. Writin:Withough teachers may Nell have underestimated tlk
importance of assessmetUrodedures in determining program empha4es on formal essay
writing and report writing. ,

Taking into account all of the available evidence, and insofar as our case .study,
programs are in fact' representative of the style types they have been chosen. to

. .
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exernikLQ would seem that-..'a Type style is m
basic style types by its, greeter emphasis

-
Orr.;

language, particularly grar
comprehension; and its co
drama and role-play.

dill; distinguished frorn -the 'Other

...writing, the mechanics of
es, intensive ifeading, andleading

-
is on small group discussion ttnd

A Type It style appears to most readily distinguished from the other basic style

types by its greater emphasis on peisonal Writing and its comparative lack of emphasiS
on the mechanics of language, particularly grammar and composition exercises. It is
further distinguished from a Type r style by its greater emphasis on interest-bas40

reading, small group, discussion, and drama and role-play; and a somewhat reduced
emphasis on intensive reading, reading comprehension, and public speaking.

A Type III style appears to be most readily distinguished from the other basic style
types by its greater emphasis on report writing, editing, and oral language in general,
particularly interviewing and language variety; and its comparative lack of emphasis on
intensive reading. It is further distin uished from a Type I style by its greater emphasis

4
:on interest-based reading and remedi reading; and from a Type II style by its greater
emphasis on formal'essay writing and the mechaniestglantouage.

Mixed Styles
1

It-would Seem from the evidence of the exploratory case studies that the most 'common'

'while

in current school practice in English language curriculum is the mixed style anti,'
While this is more likely to occur when we take the whole school' or program as the unit
Of analysis, it is not uncommon f0. find it oceurrip within the programs of individual,
teachers. While\his is no doubt partly attrityltable to the uneertAinties.. s 4
alluded to earlier in this report, italso seems partly to result froth thei
amtneEnglishleachers Sf using a wide variety of source books and !navies; il.tthe
underlying philosophies of some of these books would seem to be so divergent aS'rto make

,their use within the same program highly unlikely, there do seem to be a good number of. ,

English teachers whose confusiOn or.ecleetieistOnekes it possible for them to take What
..".),

they welt froin a wide variety of apparently-incompatible sources andaveld these diverse. .

element* into a coherent program4 - , -
,

et . It

The most common form of mixed style encountered in the study is the mixtureof
content an Vrocess emphases, or Type I/II skassificatiOnvaltho* it, is not uncommon to-

find TyPell mixed styles, and occasionally mixtures of all three style types, especially
,..-..,. 11. ., -P

where the total school program is the'imit of analysis.
Irk addition to classifying mixed styles on the basis of their component 'styles, the

earlier social education study also identified four substyles based on the, apparent reasons

for the lack of a clear focus in the curriculum. In the first two of these substYles
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ofdesignated pluraiiit and transitional respectively the mixture of style is largely
inadvertent, unplanned, and essentially unstable.. These 'are the types of mixed styles
most frequently encountered in the present; study; especially where the total school
program in English language is the unit of classification.

A pluralist substyle is licgely a laissez -faire mixture resulting, from the

delegation of authority for the curriculum to individual departmettte,or teachers, with
little or no overall co-ordination. of 'programs.' It is particularly likely`teoccur in schools

.-i,

where there is a substantial turnover of staff, and the ingredients of the mixture are
likely to change from year to year with changes of staf A transitional substyle is likely

to occur when a school is moving from an estrlip pattern towards a genuinely
school-based curriculum, orat-I/hen a qchool is endeavouring

-0

to implement ii nevcapproach

enshrined ior official curriculum documents but somewhat out of step with the
conventional widsom of the practising teacher. Exterimental programs, or elements of

programs, ate likely to be running alongside or as a COmponent'of establisqloprograms,
1

and there is citten an element of confusion and uncertainty, sometimes exacerbated by
external constraints and internal resistance.

The other two substyles - designated eclectic and syncretist respectively
involve a mixture of styles which* deliberate and planfled for, and likely to be relatively

"stable. They are less frequently encountered in the preseut study, but do occur,
particularly in the programs of individual teachers. An eclectic substyle Involves a
conscious and planned mixture of styles which recognizes individual differences and
preferences, \and sets out to offer alternative choices. A syncretist substyle also

-nvolveg a conscious and planned mixture of styles, but it seeks to bring together and
synthesize the best elements from a number of styles. The 'eclectic substyle offers:

choice from a range of alternati4s; the syncretist substyle seeks to rationalize and
synthesize the available alt.

Specific Style Types

It will be recalled from our discussion in "lie previous chapter that the typology of
curriculum style as it was developed from the investigation of current practices in social

e

education identified within each of the basic styles'three specific style types: a Type a
style with its focus on the discipline or subject; a Type b style with its focus on the
society or the environment; and a Type c style with its focus on the individual learner or
group of learners. While it has not proved possible to investigate the applicability of this

aspect of the typology in the detailed way in which we have investigated the basic styles,
it is nevertheless clear from tlie investigation of language programs in the case study
schools that within-style differences do occur, and there is evidence to suggest that the
extended typology provides a useful way of classifying them. For example' it is clear
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that 'subject English' provides the 'major derivatiohal focus for man f the programs in

our case .study schools, and this is eonsistent,With our specific style TYtfe- ',a. Similarly it
is clear that some integrated huM ities and general studies programs, where language

learning is closely" connected with he social studies, provide a derivational locus which
- is consistent with our specific st e Type b; and knumber of English as a. Second
' Language (ESL) and remedial progra in the case study schools would agar tilbe

consistent with specific style Type c.

Thus for example the language progiam chosen to .exemplify a Type I, br

_content-focused, style in our discussion of the basic style-types (Case Study School 1) is

also focused on'subject English, and draws its justification arid substance from the body

of knowledge traditionally associated with the subject or discipline. It can therefore be
more specifically classified as exhibiting a, Type I (a), or content (discipline)-focused,',
style. Other programs in the case study schools, however, .while sharing the content
focus which identities a Type I style, are not so clearly focusedon subjeCt English. 'Thus

the program in remedial reading in another of our case study ,schools relies heavily on the

use of programmed learning materials which, have a clear .focus on1content, but takes its

justification and substance from the identified needs of a particular -group of students,
. . .

and is therefore more appropriately classified as exhibiting% as Type I (c), or content
(student)-focused, style. A Type I (b), or content (sOciety)-focused, style would appear to
be rather more rare ,it one of our case study schools. a course in Business English

, .

within the Commerce Department, and another has a curse with a substantial
language component, both of which would appear to fit, reasonably comfortably within

such a classification. .
Similarly the limguageprogram'chosen to exemplify, a Type II, or process-focused,

style in our 'discussion of the basic style types (Case Study School 2) has its derivational

-`focus also in subjdct English,, and can therefore be mote specifically clathified as
exhibiting a Type 11(a), or process (disCipline)-focused, style. On the. other hand, a
nu her of humanities 'general studies programs in the case study schools, while
sharin this focus on Process, Closely integrate language development with social studies

aiyd ar therefore more appropriately classified as exhibitinga Type 11 (b), or process

(society)rfocused, style, as is indicated by ttle following paragraph from one such
program's statement of aims:

To this end the Humanities department aims to provide students with as many
opportunities as possible for them to participate in all modes of language behaviour
in a wide range of language situations,. emphasizing the development of social
education skills which enable the student.% to develop as independent learners and
decision makers in society.

A number of English as a Second Language (ESL) program§ and remediai programs in the

case study schools, where _students are withdrawn from normal classes, for special



language development programsOni equally consistent with 'a Ty pe II (c), o4rocess
(Student)-focUsed, classifkAti6n. .

As we have seen from our 'earlier discussion, Type 111 styles appear to be rare:in
current practice, so that it is more difficult' to determine the appropriateness Of the
specific' style ,.types as . a device for 'classifying within-style differences for*

contekt4ocused approacReS. The CDC/A tangliageDeVelopment Project, chosen. to
exemplify a Type III, or. context-focused, styl jmur discuSsion of basic' style types, also
has a sttong focus on 'social interaction and would therefore appear to be most

. 'appropriately chissifita as, s Type III (bl, or context (sOelet focused style. Two of the4
sch in our case study sample run English as a Second Language programs in which the
ES acher gives no-formal lessons as such; but: works with theSkidentsk in their nottmal
clasSitorns in all subject areas providing advice, assistance, and-eultural jnedtation as it
is required, as well as providing place where, second language learners can come before
or after schooL or during lunch hours for general support or.help.with specific problems.

Such programs would appear to .be appropriatelg classified. ag.Typ% III (c), or
( student)- focused.' There. are no programs in our case study sOools which cNrrently fit
neatly into a Type IltS),Or context (discipline)-focused,,stYle; but' it is possible to
.onceive of a 'language in the context of literature' approa , which forms an element in

the mixed 's'tyle of,tWO of our case study school programs, -as viding the basis foKsuch
.a classificatiqp, Perhaps too a fully developed 'language across the-curriculum' 'program ,

might' warrant a Type.III (a),. or context (discipline)-fOcuseds classification.
It would seem then that the typology, both in its basic and extended form, is a t.

useful device for-classifying schoo rograms in English language that is consistent with
curreht practice ,in`ta junior se Odary school and relevant both to the the&tical

,
issues underlying language learning and the conflicting pressures impinging on the school
prOgram from, outside. It should therefore prove useful not only to researc and

teyg,
i

.
curriculum developers, but also to schools anxious to 59thirlk the bases"of t(teir ,i)glish
language programs and the directions they would wish them to takd.
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; CHAPTER 7
- a.

cOINICLUSIONNL.
.

A.4

One reaUlt.of the move away frem' centrally prescribed curricula has beqn the difficulty
in obtAgoing'p4mplo information on current practices in iAustraluin schtols. There is
therefA i,,needfor.research studies designed =to map current practice and to place it in
ihCeentext of elriculum chenge.: ;he present study set out to provide such a map
;current practice English hingUage curriculum in the junior secondary School. 1,

-The investigetion was Carried. out in two stages. The first :age involved
exploratoryease 'studies of the English:MI*4g programs in 25 schools in New South
Wales, ViCtOria, and_ the Australian Cap#1 Teiritftioelected to provide as wide a voile
of approaches to the curricublm, in Eng1041.1.z.,}a tkiage in the junior secondary school'as
possible. The second StSgeinvolved a more detailed follow-up investigation ot,Eriglislit.
language ptrams in eight of those spools identified as being.repreliehtativaltf the

Ioratory.4.stege.

n three speots 'of they'

le planned ciirriculumrt

broad rtinge :of approaches encduntered in the' 'initial
-..,-........--:-

quantitatiVe and qualitative methods were used in gathering

currictiluM.:: the- ideal curriculum,,, or what ought to be taug

or r what it is intended' to teach; and the operative 'Curriculum, or whit is actually'
perceived to be taught in practice - from the perspectives.of both teachers and students,

as mediated and interpret&d.by the outside obServer (the researcher).

Any attempt to unclerstanil current practioe in English language .curriculum must've

viewed in the context of thel'iapftrlY Chlinging ideas about language andjanguage leakning
.,. .!. .

which have revolutionized'-English language curriculum dents over the past decade.:
Far from providing a brave new iyorld in the,English lama room,.hoWever; the

e r 1..
bewildering array of new ideas, coupled wirti-Increasing mighty presstires for

accountability, have produced to growing uncertiiintkeilltiqtonfision among English,
.. .

language teachert concerning both their Pile and ,,their'.eitec'tfirenea%: which grovidesa ,

persistent underlying theme ta.the study of current practiie. ,. .
.

! ® While there . is some disagreement between teachers and dents in their
PercePtkons of the ideal curriculum,' ik,Egli,sh lanvegei: ifiere is much closer agreement

in heirceptions of the operatiVe eUrridulpni, iand ,this. general concurrence:. of .

ence-that the plcturp-of current prdtice emerging fromerceptions gives us so

the data is a reasonably accur one, at leaat insofar as our case study schOol are_

concerned. Teachers and stud are generally in agreement on the major empties*

given to narrative writingecomObsition'Ocerojsesvintnsive reading (that is, the'Vetailad%

study of set books), and reading colprehensiOn in theIkative curriculum in English

language in the junior secondary' school, and the' relatilie lack of emphasis on 'oral
language,:partieularly intervieviing and langUage variety. The greatest discrepancies



,

acoccur in personal writing,
P=1:.

essay writing and gamma
ee'As som chat less empliesiz.

Stu ee. as somewhat more emphnsj2e
formal

than their. .
tea(? ers do. Teachers on the whole see ,the operativd curricul .intnglish language in:4$*
the junior secondary school as coming closer to meeting thei oals and expectations
thol' students do, and as embodying fairly faithfully the intended emphases of their
,planned curriculum.

.

Among the more quallkative features of current. practices in English language
.

is
curriculum in the finior secondary school revealed by. the study are the bdring" nature'
for both students and butchers of much of the work done in the English languagei:

z,
clasfircom;--the generlp-uninSpireci-and-uninspirmg nature of:- mu&-school-writing;- them--7

:07,....7., .

. .

dorkinant role of: "commercial textbooks in deterinining much of what is dive irr'the,.. ..:
L',',.Ertglish ,!

. ..
classroom; the downWard pressure. of Vublic -examinations'. or ....,

. . . .
recjigrerne e Year 12 ley* on the'cprriculurh in the jurnoi-;sepondary school; the -

. ,; general- y referenCe point in current' linguistic theory and research as a basis ,

practice; .,,,a cOncern with the Mechanics of Ihriguage which seems to. be largely
unrela d to t e. editing ptocess; an. almost 'eXclusive-emphasig. on' structural-elerrientS .i

. Ti:e...i. a `
...

4eart,,,p about language; anti a. general neglect.of,oral langu . .:levelopment'.. It waiild
ep :t, contrary to popular belief,' traditional' methods and .erephasei' continue to.;,.

. domi e in the English language cUrriduldin in, the junior secondary 001°64. although it
..,

. is also true pat this' generalized pure obscures a good deal ',Vf. Variation .in practicer:.
,...

both b witinn'schColS. ,:, ' :.; , ...,

Vude:fv be en io
4n

qsttg ate
pirk.,0i'qtrQuium- stxle.

p, -developed during-an .garli*, invdstigation into current praek.rce&irt ' iduca ti n > In "

Australian schools (Piper, I979) 1:,. That st ;identified tlfkillisi estyles 'evident in ....L.

ilsfole.4:1 between indiVidual el
t tiJn exploring .this;.;yariation an important ai

the applipability to the-Curricuhim in English lartgun4 e

11.

., .

:Current approaches to wig:Alrriculum in :soc 'eduta'tion in*AuStgalianschools: a Type.''
styI5, with its iieelis on content; a Type kiiti-styie, with ..its NiStic:ori tirbcess; and a
?Type III style,,lith it focus on the context in wRich.the learninglakes.plice.

. ..
The pre study generally confirined the exiStence of Type I intillorype II styles in.

. 1, 0. 4-
the practices of the case study schools, and' fOutid'evidence of a Type III style in,one of

.

-,,c;the projects operating within . the Carr m Development Centiytc4. Language
_,,. ,.: ' ,-

Developmint Project;: although the comnitin -,'i2,1. le type encountered.IWthe..St4dy was.

a muted style; moSt"frequently an mixture f and II styles..

.4;11 VI

)ts
The. evidence of, the case .st . grams suggests that a Type I, or

content-focused,' style is most 'Weedily distin ished\from theoth asic style types by
its greater emphasis on formal essay writing, the -mechanics o _language, especially

. _Ao
grammar encl. composition exercises, intensive reading, and reading comprehension; and
its relative lack of emphasis on small group discussion and dramarand role-play.

A Type II, or process-focused, style appears to be most readily distinguished from
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the other basic style types by its kr eater emphatis On: personal lilting and its
comparative lack .of emphasis on the mechanics of language; particularly grainmar and

1 ..composition exercises. It is` urther distinguished from a Tylie I style by its greater
emPrhasis on interest-based reading, small grOup discussion, and drama and rolerplay; and. ,
a somewhat reduped emphasis on intensive reading, reading:qqmprehension, rd publicli

-speakint. ii, ., i.., -
A Type ,III, or corrtext-focuied, style appears to be most readily distinguished from,"

the other basic style types by itsogreater emphasis on rezort.writing, editing, and oral
language in general, particularly interviewing and languOgeleriety; and its._comparative

.
-4,, -IIlack of .em----sis on intensive rilading. It is further djstinguishel from a. Type l style by

,its greater emphasis on interest-based and
itegitlfer emphasis on forbid essay. .writi

aid fro* e Type II style bi
liophanies or Iiingua alttigh

these itrett.emphaiized to the extent they' the' Type I; or content-focused, style. ,
Ill& social education Study 'aLsOlidentified three specific style types

occur ing within each of the basic style's: a TyPWastyleAith its focus on the discipline .

or subject' area; a Typeb style, with its focus on the society or the environment; and 81,i
Type \ style,. wjth its focus on the individual learner .or grOup of learners. Vine this

. . -
.#extension of the typology was not investigated

_
as thoroughly as the basic style types,

there is evidence to suggest that within -style do .occur in English language
programs; and that therextended tyrIcigy provides a. useful way of classifying them.the. For, ..:.7

0example, it,is clear that 'subject English provtdeaa major derivational focus for many of
The. programs in the case study schools, and this is Conaislent with specific style Type. a. ..

_Siniii acly,it is clear that some integrated humanities iiitd.gerierefatudies Pr9grams, where '.

language earning is closely connected with sockidud4lon, provide a deriVational fpcus",. . .

-, . ...

which is Aeonsistent with our specifitityle Tybstii; ziiiitcf.a.nurnber of gdglish 14 a lecual.

igiuguag4- ASO and remedial programs inth(4.:nii.te Study 'School's' would appear to tie .

consistent with specific style Type. c. -'- SI
. ....,

Table 7.i provides a eummaryi the ..nine specific style types of the extended
typology together with some typical rogram emphases as they have Occurred in our:;;,
case study schools and the CDC/ACT Language Development Project. Ftecatise of the
elatiye rarity of TypeallI styles in the case study schools, the Type III (a) programs listed.

.11if ilhelable are hypothetical, based on elenfunts in he mixed Apes of two of our case
itirchools.

A
While the study has been prineially a mapping exercise, it does have 'some

important implications for research and development, for school practice and teacher
educatiixi, and for policy. In considering these implications, the first question that arises
is the extent to which the findings of the study are applicable beyond the immediate
sample of case study schools. The study itself of course cannot provide the answer to
such a question; nor was it designed to do so. In investigating current practices in
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English language curriculum in the junior secondary school it 14s sought to provide not so

much generalizations as a series of working hypotheses which are consistent with a

substantial y of field observation but require further testing ai?d replication in a

variety o nations if their :wider applicability is to be demonstrated. These working

hypotheses be summarized as:.

that style types similar, to those identified by the study will be found in the English

language programs of 'other schools and other school syStems;

2 that the characteristics of these style types will be similar to those revealed by the

ptespnt study;__and

4 that:these differences in style type will have implications for the English language

education that students, receive_ similar to those evident in the case study schools.

.. Implications for Research and Development
. 4

".: 1«.4

The implications of., the study:, for research and development are principally, the
monstration.of need, and thed.epplicatieft pktlie.,concept of curriculum style to an area

he curriculum other than social educatipqq46; iimncertainties and confused directions
1?_,

nglish language curriculum in the junior'-'1,.N.Onoal, school which have been underlined

by the study identify it as a priaity area for curr culuin research development,. -t

particularly given its central importance both to learning.and to living. Of partictilar4

importance here are the detailed analysis of the implications of ,modern linguistic
.

research for -classOom practice; the investigation of means whereby these insights can

be incorporated into classroom practice; and the development of curriculum frameworks

and supporting materials which make, .use of these insights in facilitating improved
..: .

. ^i "

language learning in Australian clas!Wnsr. IONoi, . '

. The demonstration --tie.," tea t I y bf- the concept of curriculum style and theis iiiik bell
Pology:: der ived :frond:it to an ihe,eurrieulum other than that in which it was

that
w. .. II

lopeil is imPoetant in that it e ends the boundaries of the concept :and its [39td. aY
It .. :

usefulneis As a device for classifying theesvidtr-t;trricalUm in Australian 4oh-oots.-:.!

extension of the concept to the English ianguage arekha's, moreove, forced.Strme

trethinking of the concept itself, and of its relationsh kilithe more theonttical iisues64.
II .

which underpinpractice and the unconscious epistemo ,,;,; and ideolOgical assumptions,

which determine much of what teachers actually do in' the classroom. It seems

easonable to assume, that its extenS to other areas of the curriculum Would require a..
similar ret king of the.tia,iei al the concept; ,so that its status must still ie that of a'

!.
working hypot esi tested in practice in two broad areas of the junior secondary school

curriculum but till iqineed of further testing anchlevelopment.

Classifications e more or less useful as practical devices for ordering the

complex events of reality so that they can bj more effectively inviatigatecr and

84 8 7
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understood, rather than as the 'embodiment of any 'natural' order. Ultimately, of course,
° style' is idiosyncratic; and while the typdlogy goes some way towards providing a 1.1°,

conceptual framework within which these idiosyncracies can. be grouped and ordered, ,
there are many possible dimensions of difference btrhioti it does not account for. Clearly
there will be occasions on which it is preferable to discuss style on an idiosyncratic basis,

: as is frequently the ease in 'literary, and art criticisritl .There will also be occasions when
.

neither the 'typology' nor the idiosyncratic approaCh twill. be 'quite adequate to the task;./ and there will &e a need.to go beyond the categorial)rovided by the typology to analy;e
-Kograms in terms of some other dimension oV(lifference moretappropriate to the

..Akidar-purpose. 'Hopefully there will also be occasions when the typology provides a
useful analytic tool, not only_ for researchers and developers, but arso for schools anxious
to rethink the beset of language programs and. the directions they AyoUld

.

. .

like them to take. , . ;Ws .',
:.,

,'"'-

-- The study also raises some important_. queStions. fOr curriculum researe
particular the nature of the Variables to-be investigated in mapping curriculum change.
If differenceN in style type are as important as they would appeal. -1). ,,theff,sence of.

. curriculum change'may reside less in changes in curricUlum. content ..in changes in.
focus; less jri-what is taught than in howit is taught, Euid4xiw it is learned: Thus studies
of ciireiculurnCharwe which have looked '`pririctpallY;it4Changes.in topic areas may de

Amissing, the direction's of significant ange, or imwnting- change where little real chthe, , ...;,-.

has taken place, Su.dh studies may also liejltiSsillg the subtle shifts of emphasis-brought,
about by the aiiii particular textbooks 41;:niaterials, o(Py. the adopitOn of particulaielparticular_

:.,.
._, assessment procedures. , Whethei., ins anents pitch asthose used in the present studyins , ,

could be Iefined to a point where:A e large scale of currictilum:vtiluig could
accitraely reflect these subtletigii a moot point; but they N provide a siartin point

-for.tackling the Prolkein. f ' a -4,,,

* , plicatiobs' for ce ' - b:
. .- ,0 .'

..,';',..;..;. ..,

Increasingly Alistralianitiducation is Melting aWay,frotn the rigidly Centralized control-ofr ...,
t ril ,,ithe school curriculum which once,characterized It; and increasingly ldecisions relating toi.:',-

,the curriculum are made at the school leVel. AU too frequently however schools haVe '

;
4;

failed to grasp* the opportunity Offered to them todeyelop a
genuinely school-based. as distinct from teacher-based or subject dep ent-based; and-,

1Thany.of those who have tried have found that they lacked the resources to carry the task
t, through to'a satisfying conclusion. While it is only a modest contribution to the massive

task of curriculitm renewal, the concept of curriculum style and the typology developed.
'from it could prdide a fecal point *odd which schools could Organize their thinking
and ,their planning, at. -least

culum which is

in the areas of ao. cial edueation and English. language.
I;'

Is



Perhaps mote importantly, by enabling schools to-e* tiriinertheir owls practice in relation

to the rangg Of styles identified by the:stilly,. ;:ltNiology offersra framework within

which.aurricuium decisions an tfe more clearly
viewedinierms of their theoretical implications.: ,

The relationship between theory and practice3has always been a tenuous one in
education. The evidence ':the stuffy suggests that it is the practical pedagogY'of the
classroom rather than theoretical considerations, either linguistic or pedagogical, that
determines curriculum emphases in English ;language. Of particular interest in this
regard is the role.: played by assessment pt cedures ii determining, andam'etimes

. distorting, curricultim,emphases in' the English language 'curriculum in the junior
secondary school. One: aspect of thiValready noted is the downward pressure of public

4-- examinations at e Year 12 level oil the curriculum in the junior secondary school. This
Of course is a prOblem not exelusively'relatertio the dOrricultim' English language. As

neeptualized and more consistently

Jan Blackburn has observed more generally' of the curriculum in the junior secondary,
school:

7

.Once primary schootie;;;..1s all. thitt # most - peothe.. got. We have extended
- compulsion into the secondary phase, for most stude4s into the tenth year of
schooling, withouV ftrndiMAitally changing -the oriefitation of the compulsory
secOndary years to acCominedate this fact. This Orientatien has two aspects. The..

1:4,,,first is that ability 6-tan acedeinic. kind displayed in bookish Fays remains the only
,f,f,'.'9,y idusly" valued kind-of ability. TheiSecond4is that the ear & secondary phase
'1424. I., tinues to be viewed, as part ot..,theo selective .procejs.s.. for ,higher academic
Vii, . ,`,;:; studies. (Blafkburn, 1981:88) ... , "

Another,and perhapstinpre. insidious, aipeelsis the rOle playgh hytossessment
:7,... -- -

. i. - ,
oeedures in determining*stlidentperceptions4curtiCuluna emphases which, aswe have;,,'

.. A , , 4'
seen in ,our.....Typg 10-case' Study, prograini; may not -be the intended or even' the actual *.

empluisesItthe pit& -in-ipractite:- Sines -it. isAthe stirface features of language that .

.are most eaillimeaturcd.It.4141rot:SurprIsing that these are theleatures most frequently 1

,

'assessed, especially -whew school- or systee requirement encourage this form of
ECsSeSsmentriii theielor e theleatyres perceived by students - andsometimes teachers;-7-

as the most: important. -If4tiesePrtsedures,-hreadly mirror program emphases, no great

.. harm is done. lf, on the "other he'd,. they distort program emphases grequest
complaint by teachers iii.:the :Pak study 'schools -.then it hepomes a case of the tail

.wagging the dog. It seems at, least possible that in such alias/a sleereg,art:..."'- ion of
. .. .. , . - .

the theoretical underpinnings" the program would %eke it easier to develO ss ment -

procedure .more ,,i n line with program priorities andto argue their justification. A

tine..point-for such reappraisal could bSail analysis curriculum style,aince it is a
.

nable. assumption that different4s in curriculum s imply differences in
. 4!...:.:

.

,"

For a further analysis of this issue see also Collins and Hughes, 1982.
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evaluation.style, and hence in assessment procedures, if only because they
different learning dutcOmes. .

I filliaps the most important implicatibn of the study for practice, however, is t
evidence it pi'ovides of the conflicting pressurp on tee Enrftsh language curriculu

."..the_jueiii,rseconiiary schbol: , a theme wittWhicli we began OW rep.t, and which t1160._;'.
keVydetice 0 the study has orchestrated. Whtte it may not ,be possible t/resolve the

. ...conflieting pressures,' it is possible to choose... 2._ t .
10

school behind a co-ordillgted approach to then*: and this leads us on to a consideration of
the policy implications *the study.

mong them, and to throw the weight oft

fkok
Implications4ii,foly

Few schools, it seems, belie a. co-ordinated -langu Hoy, particularly one which
recognizes the role.of langua in learning id all subject areas. While such idea1have
had widespread currency in the educational debate in Australia for, more than a decade
now, they appear to have made little penetration of school practice. The Language
Across tt Curriculum program outlinett it Chapter 5 is _exceptional among the case

.

study schools; and it, by its oWtulasessnr sinntas had only limited success to date.

This in turn has implictine.-for policy at the systerirleveLThaTideati that have
-

revolutionized English languariculum documents over the last decade (see-Chapter
1) do not appear to have sparked a similar revolution in schot practice. The problem

would seem to lie less with the 'ideas themselves although these do sometimes meet
with considerable resistance from classroom teachers, as we have seen in our sample

interview in Chapter 2 - than with their implications and applications 'in the classroom:,
a

We.are remindecli of Christ` d Rothery's conclusion from their survey .of English

language kat teachers bad insufficient understanding
theoretical and resear of the syllabuses, ed. so had great difficult" iii7

. .interpreting them and act them' (Christie and Roifiery, '1979:206). This has

_implications not only for the gents themselves and the way in which they are
4

`prepared, pres440--ented;:iad disseminikted.ebut also' for teachar education, both pre-silkice
-'and in-service, and-the nature and extent of the support services be required if

system goals are dr; be reflected in changed practice. in the sChor. It seems unrealistic
to expect that schoolstieit'.!rhieve the task_ of curiculum renewal in the ,English

. languaie area without a..7tgood4Airtnore support than they are receiving at the rnonient.

This, in turn has iintilkatiOns for policy at the national level. It is ironical that a
t..

time when initiatives are beii% taken towardathe, development of a liational1anguage
policy (Australia, 1982), a maj. opal infaite.incurriCuluin,.developit(ent 1. the

English language area is being abaif.'-1*I' with winding doWn of the .5:S ii 4

Development Centre's LangUage.,40:eloAent Plea. While the scope of natioual



language policy would need to be much wider than English language, and much wider. than

::schooling, it is clear that English language,' by virtue of its undisputed dominance in the
economic, social arid.educational life of the community, must provide the cornerstone
for any such policye'.and that any attempt to implemenikich a policy must con* to
terms with the school eurriculuni, and current practices in English language teaching,
both as mother tongue and second language, in Australian schools. If the-policy is to be
more (hen a catalogue of pious intentions. it will, need to face up to the magnitude of the
task of implementatiOn underlined by the evidence of'the study, and the dubious wisdom
of abandoning_a functional and operational curriculum development project 'which-coed
help serve those ends.

General Conclusion
.

.
1

In seeking, for patterns of meaning in the;cyrriculum in English language the study has
deli erately stopped short of evaluative judgment. Its intention has not been to
dem strate that one style is super. iocao.gnother, hut that styles are different, and will
have different consequences for the kind of learning that students receive. There*e-circ,

...- course implications in the ,data of the study for evaluative judgment, but. it is for pig.41
practitioner to determine their relevance for his or her own praotice.

,
.

Style is a way of viewing the world, as !much as it is a mode of behaviour! If we
_

view learning principally as a cumulative process, quantitatively built up by the
acquisition of more and more bits of knowledge, .,we areo likely to adopt a

content-oriented view of the curri.. jum and to develop, a Type I style. If.,On the other '

hand we 'view learning principally 0" organic proeess,- qualitatively developed through

doing and growing, we are likr to.atfopt a prncesS-oriented view of the curriculum and'
4.4 lb 41 4.

#

to develop a-' Type II style. If again we view learning-principally as an adaptive proceis,
xa-

.experientially learned tresponse to changingtituations and cfreittistaiice4'We are likely

td ado 4t a'eontixt-oriented view of the curriculum and.toAlevelop a Type III style. And
if we have an Ilectic view of .learning, or are ambivalent in outtiews, we are likely tb

5" adopt a less-uniform view of the currie and to develop-a mixed style.
The elfin is not to reduce curriculum to a single preferred style, but to enable the

practitionir to in-qrove the quality of or her own preferred style by developing a
deeper understanding of it, and of its relationship to other styles; and that is the point
at which critical self-evaluation and genuine curriculum renewal become possible.

--
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APPENDIX I

The Instruments Used in the Study:

1 The Teacher Questionnare
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AUSTRALIAN ,COUNCIL FdR -EDUCATIONAk RESEARCH

AGE LEARNING :PROJECT

TEACHER QUESTIONNAIRE

..Directions for =Completing the Questionnaire

4

.

Information, given in respdp0:4140 Auestionnaite will be usedftelOy for

.reporting on current.practice<it 6g Leh language teaching in Australian.

schools, and will. be treated Witkle;aselpte-:.cOniidentiality. In repo;ting:

thAlindings of the study, neindivideal,or school will b$ identified byname.
The questionnaire is concerned with the relative emphasis given in

.

ydur Englitthlaqguage programs to7a number.of.broad:aspects of English

liinguage 'learning. For each broad aspeCt please CIRCLE the:number.
, .

of 3 according to whether the particular aspect:
.

1 receives A'LOT OF EMPHASIS in, urEnglish language program;

2 reqeivesSOME EMPHASIS'in you vlisklanguage program,,but not a lot;

,i, ,.
receivelppITTLE OR NO EMPHA4IS i.q..,yRy English,., language program

.., .., , ,
. , , .

questionnaire also recognizeS;apetentialAitonflict between the troher's

Odra estimate of theemphasio.WhiCksfieuld be given to:,aparticolar aspect-
--.

g elOASis it is.given intheIllaq0Vd pregr* ',and tfle emphasWit
A -

. ,

, .. . ',.?'

actually ieceives in thq cla4-ooi.., ! ." . ,, -'

... ', ..' ..

to behave therefore provided for 'allwers 0:1),e.given-in-ifiredteiUmnit:

labelled Ideal. Program, Program as Planned, and'ProraM in PraCti.cdshould'
. ,

''Yeu'W makethese.disAnttions In your responses. .'

illta' Pr

. . -° -
.

-By-,',: :eogram we are not seeking to'invite fanciful or utopian

ieSpeniiiiI but td allow you to record the emphasis you give each of

these aspeCts if ydp had the freedom and the opportunity to teach& soft
. .

, 0
f

.

of program youiplekleve-is required.'

)
`, By providing a distinction betweell Program asPlenned and Pigram in:

Pactice we are recognizing pat,fOr many teachers, there is often a gap

1:77-Aetween what is planned-end. what actually happens in the classrend; and

prbvitiinvtneoppirtunity fOr you to record such a distinction if you

perCeiweit.in.y9ur' :?practice.

00'44*, .jhe Iftoyigiontof the.three *PluAns is intended to facilitate

yO6r re Ases, riot to Agicatehem, and if fdi any or-all of their:



aspets you do not perceive thesedistinctions to exist, please 411 in your

reipOnseS in the first column only and ign4re the second and third.-column.

Similarly, if you perceive a. distinction between your ideal and your planned'

proliamt-but,not b4ween.your planned ,program and your program in practice,

then fill in the first two columns only and' igndre the third column.-

You are reminded that the investigation,is confined to upper primary
andlOwer secondary schooling (Years. 010) and is a study of actual praCtices%

in English language. teaching. WONDUldtthereforeask that you respond OF1.
. . .

thbasis_of._the_AC'ival_program(s)--you-are-teachingi-whether-oz-not-you-are-,----,

a.
.

.,v
ky.rAtponsible for theniture.of the and Whether or no are in' %

.j
7r.

patjty.With its emphases.
-- .

Arm- -%.Where there is conflict in your responses.'arising-from the fActthatf

you are teaching more than one program,-ox: at amore than one 00 level, -.,../.;.,:'
* ..,..-

piea$44nswer in relatidn.to the program/year leire-k 1,in.which, you currently
.

spend most"teaching.time.-
'- t

.,'N

a

-1It

THANK YOU FORYOUR TIME ANO.CO:OPERATION

D)

1

4 PLEASE COMPLETE.

.w.

Primary /Secondary
.

Year Level(s) taught .,

subjecp(staught:

English/Language Arts

Engfish as A Selond Language

Initial Migrant- English . '

. ,

Remedial 4.!X
k



d A LOT OF EMPHASIS

2 SOME EMPHASIS

.3 LITTLE 0111,10 EMPHASIS

A WRITING

1 Narrative writing

2 Report writing

3 Formhl essay writing

4 Personal writing

5 Editing

B MECHANICS

1 Grammar
eg. parts of speech, phrases,_

clauSes, subject and
predicate etc.

2 Spelling
eg. rules,-liSti spelling

games, eve:

3 Composition exercises
beg. sentence correction, paragraphing,

pUnctuation etc.

C READING

.1 Intensive reading
eg. sets books,

2 Extensive reading
eg, wide reading schemes

3 Interest-based reading

4 Remedial reading

5 Reading comprehension
i.e. comprehension exercises on

written material

, 95

Ideal Program Program in
Program . Planned Practice

1 3 1 2 3 1 2 3

1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 '3

1 2 3 1 2 3 1 4,2 3

1 2 3 1 2 *3 1 2 3

I 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3

1 Z : 3 1 2 3 1 2. 3

1 2 3 1 2 3 I 2 3

1 2 3 1 2 3 el 3

1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 .

1 2 3 1 2 3 1. 2 3

1 .2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3

1 2 3 1. 2, 3 1 2 3

1 2 3 1 2 3 1 "2 3

97
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1 A LOT OF EMPHASIS

2 SOME EMPHASIS

3 LITTLE OR NO EMPHASIS '

Ideal

Pregram

Program as
Planned

Program in .

Practice'

D TALKING AND LISTENING. .

1 -Small group discussion' 2 3 1 2 3, 1 2. 3

2 Drama/role-play .3 1 2 3 1 2 3

3 Public speaking
eg. debates, prepared, talks etc,

4 Interviewing

1 : 2

2

3

3

1

1

'2

2

3

3

1

1

2

.2

el

3

5 Listening comprehension 3 '1 2. 3 1 2 3

3...e;; comprehension exercises an

spoken INA-ii1.1

6 Language variety'
eg. accent, *dialect, register etc.

1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3

PLEASE' RETURN TO ME DURING THE NEXT

' TWO DAYS.

THANK YOU FOR YOUR TIME AND CO-OPERATION

Kevin Piper
Senior Research Officer
Learning and TeachiiYg Division

L
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APPENDIX II

. The Instruments Used in the Study
2 ;The Student Q-Sort Cads
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The student Oort'cards were designed to parallel the itemS on the4teacher,

dsuestionnaire, and consisted of 19 cards with the items worded as follows:.

Al 011iTING STORIES '

A2 WRITING REPORTS

k3 WRITING ESSAYS \,

144 WRITING ABOUT YOUR OWN THOUGHTS AND FEELINGS

B1 GRAMMAR

e.g. . parts of speech (nouns, verbs,adjectives etc.)

phAes and. clauses ,

subjectiand predicate etc:

B2' SPELLING

e g. spelling lists

. .spelling rules

spelling games: etc.,

B3 COMPOSITION EXERCISES

. sentence correction-

% paragraphing

punctUation, etc.

Cl STUDYING A SET BOOK

(eveiTbody in the class studies the same book)

.C2 READING; A LOT OF BOW

. 'books borrowed from the library

P

1,0 -''REApING0DOOKS WHICH INTEkEST YOU AND WHICH YOU CHOOSE FOR YOURSELF
4

GETTING RELPWITH bIFFICULTIES YOU OR YOUR CLASSMATES HAVE WITH

READING

CS READING COMPREHENSION
.

.

janswerilig questions ova pash,ge yob have been asked to read)



DI , DISCUSSING IN SMALL GROUPS.

D2 , ACTING

e:g. . class plays

. ;role play, etc.

D3 PUBLIC SPEAKING

e.g. . debating
0

prepared talks, etc. a.

D4 INTERVIEWING
y

DS LISTENING COMPREHENSION

(answering questions on something you have been asked to listen to)

frf

D6 LANGUAGE VARIETY

e.g: , different accents.

.' different dialects

'different waYg of talking in different situations

100
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